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Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus, ABFT) have been a commercially and
recreationally valuable species in the Gulf of Maine (GOM) since the early 1950s. Over the past
few decades, abundance, spatial distribution, and physical condition of ABFT have shifted,
possibly as a result of trophic changes including the composition, distribution, and/or condition of
available prey. Historically, ABFT forage has most commonly consisted of Atlantic herring
(Clupea harengus), Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus), squids (Cephalopoda), bluefish
(Pomatomus saltatrix), and sand lance (Ammodytes spp.). The current stock assessment for
Atlantic herring, the dominant prey item for ABFT, suggests a reduction in spawning stock
biomass and an overall decline in the population, which, given their contribution to historical
ABFT diet and high lipid content, may impact ABFT somatic condition and distribution.
Conversely, Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus), another lipid-rich clupeid, have
experienced a resurgence over the past few years within the GOM. ABFT are known to consume
Atlantic menhaden regularly along the Mid-Atlantic Bight, but similar diet trends have yet to be
documented in the GOM. Due to the similarities between the two clupeids, menhaden were

evaluated to determine if they could be an energetically viable diet “alternative” in lieu of the
historically dominant Atlantic herring.

ABFT diet has been evaluated in the GOM only twice before (Chase, 2002 and Logan et
al., 2015). To determine if dietary changes have occurred, the current study results were compared
to stomach content analysis (SCA), energetic content (EC) analysis, and stable isotope analysis
(SIA), with those of the previous GOM studies. Results of the SCA suggest that Atlantic herring
are no longer the dominant prey among ABFT foraging in the GOM. Shortfin squid (Illex
illicebrosus) were the dominant prey in percent presence (61.7%, 49.4%) and weight (25.3%,
19.0%) for both 2018 and 2019, respectively. Over the last three decades, percent presence of
consumed Atlantic herring (29.4%, 50.0%, 23.5%) and mackerel (19.0%, 8.2%, 35.7%) have
fluctuated across Chase (2002; study period 1988-1992), Logan et al. (2015; 2004-2008), and the
current study, respectively. Conversely, menhaden have had little to no presence among ABFT
diet in the GOM until now (1.2%, 0%, 11.7%). River herring were documented in ABFT diet for
the first time. While Illex were the most common prey item within the diet, they were on average
the least energetically valuable (22.78 megajoules per kilogram) within this study. Average EC for
Atlantic herring (24.09 MJ/Kg) and mackerel (24.79 MJ/Kg) were energetically similar, but
menhaden were the most energetically rich prey overall (26.07 MJ/Kg). Average ABFT somatic
condition was significantly higher in 2018 (28.67 MJ/Kg) than 2019 (27.42 MJ/Kg). This
interannual trend was also significant for tissue C:N (lipid proxy). Similar to SCA results, SIA
mixing model results evaluating δ13C and δ15N of select prey also showed a high contribution of
Illex (median 2018 = 11.0%, 2019 = 19.5%), but instead identified silver hake (Merluccius
bilinearis) as the main prey source overall (median 2018 = 50.2%, 2019 = 45.9%). Collectively,

these results suggest that changes among ABFT forage have occurred potentially influencing the
energetics and distribution of one of the world’s most highly migratory species.
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CHAPTER 1
STOMACH CONTENT ANALYSIS OF ABFT: SPECIES IDENTIFICATION &
CATEGORIZATION
Introduction
Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus; ABFT) have been a commercially and
recreationally valuable species in the Gulf of Maine (GOM) for almost a century (Mather et al.,
1995). While their migratory patterns are complex, it is generally assumed that contingents of
ABFT migrate from their spawning grounds (Gulf of Mexico, Mediterranean Sea, and Slope Sea;
Fig. 1. 15) to the GOM annually between May and July to forage (Teo et al., 2007; Muhling et al.,
2017; Reglero et al., 2018). Although commercial size ABFT (≥ 185 cm) predate a wide range of
species, some key prey items in the GOM include sand lance (Ammodytes spp.), Atlantic mackerel
(Scomber scombrus, hereinafter referred to as “mackerel”), cephalopods (Illex illecebrosus and
Doryteuthis pealeii), silver hake (Merluccius bilinearis), bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix), pollock
(Pollachius virens), haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus), and Atlantic herring (Clupea
harengus; Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015). While diverse, the diet has largely been composed of
lipid-rich clupeids which provide ABFT with energy for spawning and migration. Over the past
several years, there have been declines in the spawning stock biomass (ASMFC 2020 Mgmt Track)
and size at age within the GOM Atlantic herring stock (Becker et al., 2020). These changes
coincide with somatic declines identified among ABFT landed in the GOM from the early 1990s
to mid-2000s (Golet et al., 2007). As of April 2020, Atlantic herring are considered to be
overfished, but overfishing is not occurring (ASMFC 2020 Mgmt Track; NOAA Federal Register
Final Rule, 2021). While overfishing is currently not occurring, historically low recruitment of
Atlantic herring is likely to keep stock abundance low for several years despite the implementation
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of a robust rebuilding plan (ASMFC 2020 Mgmt Track). Given the declines in ABFTs main prey,
foraging theory would suggest ABFT distributions may shift out of the GOM to regions with
higher prey abundance (Golet et al., 2013). However, recent landings suggest the abundance of
ABFT in the GOM is higher than it has been since 1998 (NOAA ABFT Landings; NOAA Fisheries
Stock SMART 2021). A persistent decline of Atlantic herring in the GOM, juxtaposed against
continual increases of ABFT abundance, distribution, and high landings in the region, suggests
that other prey resources are supporting the energetic and dietary needs of ABFT.
Concurrent with, but not necessarily correlated with, the decline in Atlantic herring
spawning stock biomass is the increased abundance and landings of Atlantic menhaden
(Brevoortia tyrannus, hereinafter referred to as “menhaden”) within the GOM (MDMR
Commercial Landings, 2020). Similar to Atlantic herring, menhaden are a lipid-rich clupeid which
has been documented as a dominant ABFT prey item in the Mid-Atlantic Bight (Butler et al.,
2010), but has been scarcely documented among ABFT foraging in the GOM (Chase, 2002). While
the factors influencing the dynamics of menhaden abundance remain unclear, it is not uncommon
for abundance to fluctuate annually (ASMFC Stock Assessment Overview, 2020). As of 2015,
recruitment for the northern adult index of menhaden has been decreasing, but predicted values
suggest an increase in relative abundance for future years after 2017 (ASMFC SEDAR 69, 2020).
Interestingly, while recruitment was low in 2017, biomass was relatively high likely due to an
increase in an older age structure and higher weight-at-age (ASMFC SEDAR 69, 2020). As of
February 2020, the menhaden stock, managed as one population, is not considered to be overfished
nor is overfishing occurring while their population appears to be expanding at a greater rate than
that of the last three decades.
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In this study, the foraging ecology of ABFT in the GOM was evaluated over a two-year
period (2018-2019) to assess whether the perceived changes to the GOM forage base since the last
ABFT diet analysis (Logan et al., 2015) are reflected in current ABFT diet. Two previous ABFT
foraging studies (Chase, 2002 and Logan et al., 2015; study durations 1988-1992 and 2004-2008,
respectively) were used as baseline indicators for potential changes in preferred prey type,
abundance, and proportions. Further, the influence of decreased Atlantic herring spawning stock
biomass on energetics of ABFT in the GOM was evaluated and whether species like menhaden
could supplement the declines in the previously identified main prey item of ABFT were assessed.
Evaluating how ABFT respond to ecological fluctuations, such as a change in forage, facilitates a
better understanding of spatial and temporal drivers that may influence ABFT in the future.
Establishing these drivers will not only improve the overall understanding of ABFT stock status,
but also their management and long-term sustainability as an economically important marine
resource.

Methods
Stomach Content Analysis
ABFT stomach samples (n = 380) were collected from commercial fishermen, commercial
dealers, and local tournaments from primarily fish ≥185 cm (curved fork length) in 2018 (n = 209)
through 2019 (n = 166). Seven (n = 7) samples collected under NOAA Exempted Fishing Permit
issued to Dr. Walt Golet (HMS-EFP-20-09) or by a charter/head boat were from fish <185 cm but
they were still included in analyses. Five (n = 5) were collected with an unknown year and therefore
excluded from analyses. Stomachs were removed by fishermen with the lower esophagus and
pylorus still attached to ensure the entirety of the contents were retained. After samples were
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collected, fishermen placed them on ice (2-8 hours) until they were collected by lab personnel.
Stomach samples were either worked up immediately or frozen (-10°C) for future analysis. Each
stomach was cut vertically from the esophageal opening to the distal end to expose the contents.
The contents were emptied over a 24 cm (diameter), 250-micron sieve to separate prey items from
the stomach lining. The stomach lining was inverted and the rugae rinsed with unfiltered tap water
over the sieve to ensure collection of any remaining items. Once the stomach was empty, individual
prey items were sorted by species on an examination table for further analysis and the remaining
stomach lining was discarded. Each whole prey item was weighed (g) and measured in length
(mm), while partial prey (no clear morphological shape/identification) were only weighed. Fish
found within stomachs were measured from the tip of the snout to the center caudal fin rays
(straight fork length, SFL) while squids were measured from the anterior tip of the fins to the
posterior tip of the pen on the ventral side (mantle length, ML). Additionally, prey items were
classified by condition based on their state of digestion; “1,” “2,” or “3.” A condition of “1”
indicated the prey item was in pristine physical state; easily identifiable through external
morphology (color, shape, vermiculation, fin type/rays, teeth/beaks) with accurate length and
weight measurements. A condition of “2” indicated the prey item was missing some external
morphological characteristics and length measurements were not necessarily indicative of an item
in a “perfect” state. A condition of “3” indicated the prey item was in very poor condition,
generally unidentifiable, with a limited ability to obtain length measurements. Weight was
recorded regardless of condition. Once condition was assigned and length/weight measurements
were completed, the prey item was classified down to the lowest identifiable taxonomic level.
These values were used to categorize prey as “whole” individuals or “partial” individuals before
quantitative analyses.
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If prey were unidentifiable through external morphology, hard parts (otoliths) were removed and
cleaned, dried, compared against Photographic Atlas of Fish Otoliths of the Northwest Atlantic
Ocean (Canadian Special Publication of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences 133), identified, and
archived in a labeled vial. Similarly, cephalopod beaks were compared against A Handbook for
the Identification of Cephalopod Beaks by Malcolm R. Clarke, and archived in a labeled vial filled
with 95% ethanol. Loose otoliths and beaks (within the stomach contents, but not removed from
an individual) were grouped by prey type (fish and cephalopod) and classified as “teleost parts” or
“cephalopod parts.” If otoliths/beaks were unavailable or the prey item was too degraded to
identify, a small aliquot of muscle tissue (approximately 5 mm x 5 mm x 5 mm) was taken from
the innermost portion of the prey to avoid cross-contamination with other items. Each aliquot was
placed in a small, labeled vial, filled with RNAlater and sent to Joe Quattro in the Department of
Biological Sciences; Earth, Ocean and Environment at University of South Carolina for genetic
barcoding.

Statistical Analyses
Prey curves were generated using the “vegan” package in the statical software R (Oksanen
et al., 2019; R Core Team 2021, version 4.1.0) to evaluate species richness and sample size
adequacy for year of the study. To evaluate whether the sample size was sufficient for each year,
student’s t-tests were used to test for statistical significance between the slope of the last four
datapoints in the curve and a slope of zero such that a p-value greater than 0.05 (p > 0.05) would
suggest that the number of stomachs sampled was sufficient to capture prey variability and
accurately represent species richness (Bizzarro et al., 2007; Logan et al., 2015; Fig. 1. 2 & 1. 3).
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Following methods in Logan et al. (2015), predator-prey length relationships between
commercial size ABFT (CFL ≥ 185 cm) and prey (mm) were separately evaluated through quantile
and linear regression for both sampling years (Figs. 1. 4 & 1. 5). Quantiles (5th and 95th) were used
to explore the minimum and maximum length relationships, respectively. Prey lengths were based
on whole, measured (SFL or ML in mm) individuals. ABFT lengths were a combination of
measured CFL and calculated CFL using snout length conversion (Secor et al., 2014). It is worth
noting that while most ABFT measured ≥ 185 cm CFL (Fig. 1. 6), a few (n = 7) were smaller than
commercial size (< 185 cm CFL) collected under the NOAA Exempted Fishing Permit issued to
Dr. Walt Golet (HMS-EFP-20-09) or by a charter boat/head boat.
Percent weight (% W; Fig. 1. 7), percent presence (% O; Fig. 1. 8), and abundance (the
number (count) of a single prey item across all stomachs in a year; Fig. 1. 9) were calculated for
both years of the study. Percent weight and abundance are strong indicators of forage base quantity
while percent presence is indicative of forage base composition and availability (Chase, 2002;
Garvey & Chipps, 2012). Percent weight and percent presence were evaluated simultaneously to
accurately describe potential shifts in diet:

%𝑊 = (

𝑥
) ∘ 100
𝑤

Where x represents the collective weight (g) of a single prey species from across all stomachs and
w is the total weight (g) of all prey items across all stomachs.

𝑝
%𝑂 = ( ) ∘ 100
𝑁
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Where p represents the number of samples containing a single prey species across all stomachs
and N represents the total number of stomachs sampled.
Species of particular interest (Atlantic herring, mackerel, menhaden, bluefish,
cephalopods, silver hake, and river herring (Alosa spp.)) were combined for both years and
compared with the baseline studies Chase (2002) and Logan et al. (2015) to evaluate changes in
quantity and availability of prey for ABFT within the GOM (Fig. 1. 10 and 1. 11). It should be
noted that Logan et al. (2015) used mean percent weight (MWi vs. percent weight) to evaluate
biomass in their 2015 study. In order to standardize the results across all three studies, percent
weight and frequency of occurrence were recalculated for the raw data collected in Logan et al.
(2015) to reflect baseline methods used in Chase (2002).

Results
A total of 375 ABFT stomach samples were collected throughout the 2018 (n = 209) and
2019 (n = 166) field seasons. Twenty-four stomachs were empty and four included, but were not
limited to, bait. All remaining stomach samples contained prey. Both of the slopes (last four
endpoints) generated in the prey curves for 2018 or 2019 were not statistically significant from
zero suggesting that the number of ABFT stomachs sampled did not sufficiently capture the prey
diversity of ABFT foraging in the GOM (Figs. 1. 2-1. 3). Predator-prey quantile regression models
for 2018 and 2019 suggested that maximum prey size increased significantly with ABFT size (p <
0.05), but mean and minimum prey size did not change significantly with ABFT size (Figs. 1. 4
and 1. 5). Largest fish species (mm) for 2018 included silver hake (Merluccius bilinearis; 224-420
mm), red hake (Urophycis chuss; 252-450 mm), pollock (Pollachius virens; 213-461 mm), and
Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua; 490-725 mm). In 2019, largest species included Atlantic mackerel
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(Scomber scombrus; 167-300 mm), Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus; 235-320 mm),
pollock(Pollachius virens; 247-398 mm), haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus; 302-414 mm),
bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix; 380-436 mm), and silver hake (Merluccius bilinearis; 150-467
mm).
Fishes comprised the largest percentage of weight (73.7%W) in ABFT stomachs for both
sampling years. Cephalopods accounted for the second highest percent weight (25.5%W). The
remaining percent weight was comprised of uncommon items and debris (0.7%W; bivalves,
crustaceans, feathers, bait, seaweed, leaves, sticks, sand dollars, birch bark, acorns, fishing line,
parasites, and a barnacle), and plastic (0.1%W). In 2018, the dominant individual prey by percent
weight were squid (hereafter referred as Illex; 25.3%W), Atlantic herring (15.0%W) and mackerel
(14.7%W; Fig. 1. 7). A similar pattern was observed for percent presence of prey for the 2018
samples with Illex (61.7%O), mackerel (45.5%O), and Atlantic herring (30.1%O; Fig. 1. 8) being
the most common prey. In 2019, dominant prey items were Illex (19.0% W), menhaden (18.0%W),
Atlantic herring (13.2%W), and mackerel (12.0%W). A similar pattern emerged for percent
presence with Illex (49.4%O), mackerel (23.5%O), menhaden (18.1%O), and Atlantic herring
(15.1%O). Menhaden did not comprise a large percentage of biomass or presence in 2018 (2.5%W,
6.7%O), but did increase substantially in 2019 (17.9%W, 18.1%O). It is also important to note the
detection of alewives (Alosa pseudoharengus) and blueback herring (Alosa aestivalis), collectively
referred to as “river herring,” in ABFT stomachs within the GOM for both the 2018 and 2019. To
the best of our knowledge, these two species have not yet been cited in published ABFT foraging
ecology literature and as such represent the first documentation of these species consumed by
ABFT in the GOM. In 2018, alewives comprised 1.8%W and 11.5%O while blueback herring
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comprised 2.3%W and 15.3%O of all ABFT stomachs. In 2019, alewives comprised 2.9%W and
8.4%O while blueback herring comprised 2.6%W and 8.4%O of all ABFT stomachs.
Facet plots were used to highlight changes in percent weight (Fig. 1. 10) and percent
presence (Fig. 1. 11) of key historical prey items and prey items that could be compared across all
three studies. Over the last three decades, the percent weight of Atlantic herring consumed by
ABFT has declined substantially from 52.8% (1988-1992; Chase, 2002), to 37.9% (2004-2008;
Logan et al., 2015), and 14.4% in this study (2018-2019). Similarly, sand lance percent weight has
also declined from 22.6% (Chase, 2002), to 0.5% (Logan et al., 2015), and <0.1% (current study).
While the percent weight of some consumed species has declined, others have increased. For
instance, mackerel increased from 3.3% (Chase, 2002), to 5.3% (Logan et al., 2015), to 13.7%
(current study). Cephalopod (squids) consumption fluctuated across years starting at 1.9%W for
Chase (2002), maintaining around 1.0%W for Logan et al. (2015), and increasing to 23%W during
the current study. Similarly, silver hake percent weight also fluctuated (0.3%, 4.0%, 2.5%) across
Chase (2002), Logan et al., (2015) and the current study, respectively. Bluefish (Pomatomus
saltatrix) percent weight decreased from 7.2% (Chase, 2002) to 5.2% (Logan et al., 2015), to 0.4%
in the current study. Two species of particular interest are menhaden and river herring, due to their
increased regional abundance and novel detection, respectively. Menhaden were rarely consumed
(1%W) in the Chase (2002) study, not detected at all in the Logan et al. (2015) study but were
regularly consumed in the current study (8.0%W). River herring were not identified prey items in
either Chase (2002) or Logan et al. (2015) but were observed in both years of the current study
(4.6%W). Percent presence of consumed Atlantic herring (29.4%, 50.0%, 23.5%), mackerel
(19.0%, 8.2%, 35.7%), and cephalopods (32.8%, 23%, 56.3%) all fluctuated across Chase (2002),
Logan et al. (2015), and the current study, respectively. Silver hake and bluefish experienced
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opposing trends with silver hake increasing (2.8%, 8.2%, 10.1%) and bluefish decreasing (9.7%,
9.0%, 0.5%) across all three studies (Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015; current study, respectively).
Percent presence of consumed sand lance continually declined from 34.2% (Chase, 2002), to 2.5%
(Logan et al., 2015), to 0.5% (current study). Menhaden and river herring follow similar trends as
reported for the percent weight across all studies. Menhaden have a small percent presence, 1.2%,
in Chase (2002), no presence in Logan et al. (2015), as they were rare or absent in the previous
studies, but had an increased percent presence, 11.7%, in the current study. River herring were not
found in either of the two previous studies but were relatively common prey in the current study
with a percent presence of 22.4%.
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Figures

Figure 1. 1: Species accumulation curve of 2018 commercial (≥185cm CFL, n = 206) and NOAA EFP/charter/head boat (<185cm, n =
3) 2018 ABFT stomach samples. Blue line indicates random resampled expected means (p > 0.001).
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Figure 1. 2: Species accumulation curves of 2019 commercial (≥185cm CFL, n = 162) and NOAA EFP/charter/head boat (< 185cm, n
= 4) ABFT stomach samples. Blue line indicates random resampled expected means (p > 0.001).
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Figure 1. 3: Species accumulation curves of both 2018 and 2019 commercial (≥185cm CFL, n =368 ) and NOAA EFP/charter/head
boat (< 185cm, n = 7) ABFT stomach samples. Blue line indicates random resampled expected means (p > 0.001).
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Figure 1. 4: Comparison of Atlantic bluefin tuna curved fork length (CFL; cm) and prey length (cm) captured in the Gulf of Maine for
the 2018 field season. Lower and upper lines represent the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively.
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Figure 1. 5: Comparison of Atlantic bluefin tuna curved fork length (CFL; cm) and prey length (cm) captured in the Gulf of Maine for
the 2019 field season. Lower and upper lines represent the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively.
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Figure 1. 6: Length frequency (cm) of sampled ABFT for the 2018 (≥185 cm n = 157, < 185 n = 3) and 2019 ((≥185 cm n = 89, < 185
cm n = 4) field seasons.
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Figure 1. 7: Percent weight (biomass) comprised by a single species for both the 2018 (n = 209) and 2019 (n = 166) field seasons.
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Figure 1. 8: Percent presence of individual prey items occurring once across all stomach samples for the 2018 (n = 209) and 2019 (n =
166) field seasons.
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Figure 1. 9: The abundance (count) of prey items across all stomachs for the 2018 (n = 209) and 2019 (n = 166) field seasons.
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Figure 1. 10: Comparison of ABFT prey of interest percent weight with previous GOM diet studies Chase, 2002 (1988-1992) and
Logan et al. 2015 (2004-2008).
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Figure 1. 11: Comparison of ABFT prey of interest percent presence with previous GOM diet studies Chase, 2002 (1988-1992) and
Logan et al. 2015 (2004-2008).
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Figure 1. 12: Length frequency (mm) of Atlantic herring recovered from ABFT samples. Atlantic herring lengths are from Chase
(2002; 1998-1992), Logan et al. (2015; 2004-2008) and the current study (2018-2019).
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Figure 1. 13: A photo of an ABFT chasing a school of menhaden inshore of York Harbor, Maine.
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Figure 1. 14: Gulf of Maine with sampling sites from Chase, 2002 (South of Martha’s Vineyard to
Stellwagan Bank, in blue), Logan et al., 2015 (Jeffery’s Ledge and Ipswich Bay, in yellow), and
the current study (Cape Cod and above, in red).
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Figure 1. 15: A map of the Atlantic Ocean with ABFT offically accepted spawning habitats (Gulf of Mexico & Mediterranean Sea) and
the unoffical spawning location (Slope Sea). The dotted meridan represents the ICCAT delineation between the eastern and western
stock.
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Species Year Landings (mt)
ATL

2016

35,573

ATL

2018

28,212

ATL

2019

6,143

ATL

2020

5,212

SQU

2018

24,097

SQU

2019

27,276

MAC

2007

25,530

MAC

2018

8,640

MAC

2019

9,177

MEN

2008

1,955

MEN

2009

75.7

MEN

2017

4,062

MEN

2018

6,721

MEN

2019

11,293

RIV

1994

68

RIV

2019

977.4

Table 1. 1: State and federal landings (mt) of prey species showing variability among years.
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Discussion
Atlantic Herring (Clupea harengus)
Atlantic herring have been previously documented as the most important prey item for
ABFT foraging in the GOM (Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015). In the current study, Atlantic
herring are still consumed, but in smaller proportions than as described by Chase (2002) and Logan
et al. (2015), indicating that they are not currently the dominant prey species. Atlantic herring are
considered a central forage species for a host of predators (many marine mammals, seabirds, and
piscivorous fish; Bigelow & Schroeder, 2002; Read & Brownstein, 2003) in the GOM in addition
to being the primary bait source for the GOM lobster fishery, putting the Atlantic herring fishery
under considerable pressure (Overholtz et al., 2007; Stoll et al., 2021). Over the past several years,
commercial landings in the GOM have remained low with stock assessments consistently
indicating a decline in spawning stock biomass and recruitment (ASMFC 2020 Mgmt Track). The
lengths of Atlantic herring observed in ABFT stomachs across all three studies supports lower
recruitment of this prey resource, especially in recent years, as lengths for 2018-2019 shift to larger
individuals (Fig. 1. 12). Lengths of Atlantic herring from ABFT stomachs collected from 2018 and
2019 between 115-119 mm and 170-174 mm were rare and only found in two samples collectively
across both years of the study.
A series of quota reductions to the commercial Atlantic herring fishery included substantial
reductions in 2018 in an attempt to improve stock status and reverse spawning stock biomass
declines (NOAA Stock SMART, 2021; ASMFC, Atlantic Herring; NOAA Federal Register
Atlantic Herring Adjustment 8, 2021). As an example of these dramatic reductions to commercial
herring quotas, the quota in Area 1A (inshore GOM) alone was reduced from 27,743 metric tons
in 2018 to 5,184 mt in 2019 reducing the quota by 81.3% in a single year (NOAA Atlantic Herring
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Archive, 2018-2019). While 2018 and 2019 experienced the largest population decline in recent
years, the Atlantic herring population was steadily decreasing for at least five years prior (ASMFC,
Atlantic Herring). Currently, the Atlantic herring population is overfished but not subjected to
overfishing (NOAA Federal Register Atlantic Herring Adjustment 8, 2021).
Severe declines among the Atlantic herring population are also reflected locally in the
Maine commercial landings with mt landed decreasing from 35,573 in 2016 to 5,212 in 2020
(MDMR Commercial Landings, 2020; Table 1. 1). Between the years of the current study, landings
decreased from 28, 212 mt (2018) to 6,143 mt (2019; Table 1. 1). Atlantic herring catch limits for
2021 have been reduced by 40% and reductions are expected to continue for the 2022-2023 fishing
season (NOAA, Framework 8 Interim Final Rule; NEFMC, 2021). It is likely that fishing pressure
and low recruitment contributed to a decline of Atlantic herring in the GOM limiting prey
availability for a variety of predators, but especially for ABFT (Figs. 1. 10-1. 11). The stomach
data from this study and the forward projections of stock status (NOAA, ASMFC, and MDMR)
suggest that it may be several years until Atlantic herring return to levels at which they may again
become the dominant prey species for ABFT as observed in the Chase (2002) and Logan et al.
(2015) studies. However, if menhaden abundance remains high, it is possible that Atlantic herring
may never return as the dominant prey among ABFT diet.

Shortfin Squid (Illex illecebrosus)
As described above, results indicate that Atlantic herring are no longer the dominant prey
item as identified in previous studies (Chase 2002, Logan et al. 2015; Fig. 1. 10 and 1. 11).
Contrary to the findings of these two baseline studies, results show Illex were overwhelmingly the
dominant prey item in terms of percent weight and percent presence for both years of this study
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(Fig. 1. 7 and 1. 8). These cephalopods are common throughout the northwestern Atlantic Ocean
(Hendrickson, 2004), but relatively little is known about their population due to their short lifespan
and wide spatial range (Dawe, 2000; Hendrikson, 2004; Lowman et al., 2021). While there are
many uncertainties regarding Illex population dynamics, various environmental and climactic
factors (namely the North Atlantic Oscillation; NAO) are documented as being highly influential
to Illex abundance (Dawe, 2000; Dawe et al., 2007). The NAO is an atmospheric phenomenon
driven by abnormal pressure differences between the Subtropical high (North Atlantic) and
Subpolar lows (NCEI, 2021). Positive phases of the NAO result in higher pressures, warmer air,
and fewer storms whereas negative phases bring upon the opposite (NOAA, 2009). As such, the
fluctuations in annual pressure may determine the magnitude of Illex abundance within a given
year. A study conducted by Dawe et al., (2000) investigating environmental variables and Illex
abundance suggests that the negative phases associated with the NAO are positively correlated
with Illex abundance. According to NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information, the
NAO in 2017 experienced three negative phases (May, August, and September), one neutral
(November), and eight positive phases. The NAO in 2018 had two negative phases (March and
November), and 2019 had six (May, June, July, August, September, and October) while all other
phases were positive. The trend in these phases suggests that between the two years of the study,
2018 should have exhibited a lower abundance of Illex than in 2019. Despite the findings of Dawe
(2000), stomach contents suggest a higher abundance of Illex (Fig. 1. 9) in 2018 than in 2019.
The results in Dawe (2000) were derived from multiple regression models of catch-based
abundance indices of two Canadian fisheries. The discrepancies detected in the current study could
be due to regional differences between Newfoundland/the Scotian shelf and the GOM.
Additionally, throughout the 2018 and 2019 fishing season, fishermen were harvesting ABFT
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closer inshore than in previous years (Fig. 1. 13). Acquiring exact coordinates of ABFT landings
has been historically difficult, but those we do have suggested that while some ABFT were landed
>30 miles from shore, the majority of our samples came from within 10 miles of the coast. The
apparent mismatch between the abundance of squid in the diet of ABFT and that predicted by the
NAO phase (Dawe, 2002) could be due to spatial variability between the overall North Atlantic,
and pockets of regional abundance like the GOM that may be influenced by more regional drivers.
Lowman et al. (2021) states that only a small proportion (1.4-36.3%) of the Illex population is
present to the U.S. fishery suggesting high abundance in other locations, even during high phase
NAO years, may be possible. Alternatively, the landings data for 2018 and 2019 did reflect the
relationship to NAO phases with fewer landings in 2018 (24,097 mt) than in 2019 (27,276 mt;
NOAA Quota Monitoring, 2021; Table 1. 1). As such, it’s possible that an alternative prey source,
such as menhaden, may have been sufficiently abundant to drive the discrepancies seen among
Illex abundance and the high occurrence of negative NAO phases during 2019 (Fig. 1. 7 and 1. 8).
In other words, while the Illex population was likely higher in 2019 than in 2018, menhaden, a
more energetically beneficial prey, were also available resulting in fewer Illex consumed in 2019.
Alternatively, the overall weight of consumed prey for all stomachs in 2018 (243.55 kg) was
greater than in 2019 (134.08 kg). Due to the decreased stomach samples across both years (2018,
n = 209; 2019, n = 166) and decrease in overall weight, it’s possible that the decline in Illex is a
result of lack of sampling or decreased overall mass rather than a decrease in Illex individuals.

Atlantic Mackerel (Scomber scombrus)
Another historically important prey item for ABFT in the GOM is mackerel. There are two
major stocks of mackerel: one located in the Northwest Atlantic (Gulf of St. Lawrence to GOM)
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and the other in the Northeast Atlantic (North Sea, Celtic Sea, and Bay of Biscay; ICES, 2019;
Moura et al., 2020). The range of mackerel is extensive and strongly influenced by environmental
factors making fluctuations in the stocks extremely difficult to predict (Richardson et al., 2020).
As of 2016, mackerel are overfished, and overfishing is occurring (MAFMC, 2020). Due to
COVID-19, the most recent evaluation of the stock has been delayed until 2021. Spawning stock
biomass, egg production, and recruitment are all at historic lows and have been for many years
(DFO, 2019; Richardson et al., 2020). Despite these historic lows, 8,640 mt of mackerel were
landed in the United States in 2018; just below the allocated 9,177 mt of quota (January-December;
NOAA Quota Monitoring, 2021; Table 1. 1). In 2019, preliminary landings (January-September)
were 4,363 mt with the same amount of quota. As a point of reference, in 2007 (oldest year of
available data), cumulative annual landings were 25,530 mt of a 100,000 mt quota (Table 1. 1).
Similar to Atlantic herring, the overall declines in abundance are reflected within the diets of
ABFT. The percent weight, percent presence, and abundance (count) all decrease, some by 50%
or more between 2018 and 2019. However, percent weight steadily increases across the two
previous studies (Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015; Fig. 1. 10) and into the current study. Percent
presence also experienced an overall increase across all studies (Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015),
but is the lowest among the three in Logan et al. (2015) at 12.9% (Fig. 1. 11). While the overall
population (East Coast) is doing poorly (MAFMC, 2020), it is possible that regardless of
abundance, ABFT exhibit more of a preferential bias towards some prey over others. ABFT are,
in a sense, biological samplers and, in addition to their drive for adequate prey, it’s possible that
their strong preference for mackerel increased the overall percent weight and presence across each
study. A study conducted by Varela et al., (2020) found mackerel and Atlantic herring to be the
main prey types of ABFT in Gulf of Saint Lawrence, Canada from 2015 to 2017. Mackerel
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dominated the prey biomass in 2015, decreased substantially in 2016, and increased slightly in
2017. Atlantic herring biomass steadily increased throughout the three years to become the
dominating prey item (in percent weight and presence) in 2017. This study may provide further
evidence that ABFT might preferentially forage on specific prey items despite their lower
abundance but elevated energetic status. Alternatively, due to their extensive range, it is possible
that there are large regional differences of mackerel causing fluctuations in consumption rates of
mackerel across all three studies. Given the variability in the stock assessment, it is possible
estimates of spawning stock biomass are higher than calculated.

Atlantic Menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus)
Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus), also known as pogy, fatbacks, or bunker, are
another pelagic, lipid-rich clupeid similar to Atlantic herring. Menhaden are documented as the
dominant prey item among ABFT foraging off the coast of North Carolina (Butler et al., 2010),
but observations of this species in stomachs from ABFT in the GOM have been limited (Chase
2002) or completely absent (Logan et al., 2015). Chase (2002; Figs. 1. 10 and 1. 11) documented
that menhaden comprised 1%W and 1.2%O from 568 stomach samples (stomachs with prey) from
1988-1992 with menhaden exclusive to samples collected from Jeffery’s Ledge (Fig. 1. 14). Logan
et al. (2015) did not document any menhaden in the 122 samples from 2004-2008. In 2018,
menhaden were identified in stomachs sampled in the GOM (6.7%O) and comprised only 2.5% of
biomass (%W). In 2019, menhaden consumption increased to 18.1%O and 17.9%W of ABFT diet
supporting a greater role as a forage item for ABFT.
Menhaden have uniquely durable gizzard-like stomachs. Similar to otoliths and beaks,
these “gizzards” are much more resistant to digestion than the soft tissue throughout the rest of the
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body. As such, when whole menhaden have otherwise been completely digested, these apparatuses
tend to remain intact until evacuated. When only these tissues were present, they were used as a
proxy for the presence of one individual. The weight of each was also recorded and included in
percent weight calculations. As a result, presence is accurate, but percent weight for both 2018 and
2019 may be much higher than we reported given that some of the positive IDs are established
using only the stomachs.
Prey from the 2018 ABFT stomachs contained previously documented species including
Atlantic herring, Illex, and mackerel that had a higher biomass and presence than in 2019 whereas
menhaden displayed the opposite pattern. These pelagic fish are abundant throughout the
continental shelf ranging from Florida to Nova Scotia, Canada (ASMFC Amendment 3, 2017).
While migration is extensive, menhaden are managed as a single population with larger individuals
typically migrating inshore and up to the northern part of their range (southern New
England/GOM) starting in June while juveniles remain in the southern Atlantic (ASMFC SEDAR,
2020). A stock assessment by ASMFC (2020) concludes that abundance of menhaden in the
northern part of their range is known to fluctuate on a yearly basis. ASMFC notes that adult
abundance and biomass were relatively high in 2017 (last year available in assessment) and that
the entire population is not overfished nor experiencing overfishing. According to the MDMR, the
state commercial landings for 2017 were 4,062 mt increasing to 6,721 mt in 2018 and then to
11,293 mt in 2019 (Table 1. 1), some of the highest landings since the late 1980s. This increase in
biomass is reflected in the higher proportions of menhaden in ABFT diet in the GOM (Figs. 1. 7
and 1. 8). Reductions in abundance among historic prey items (Atlantic herring and mackerel) in
conjunction with increased abundance of menhaden likely lead to a dietary shift (e.g. Atlantic
herring to squids) from the historic items to the more available menhaden.
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Menhaden were rarely documented in Chase (2002) and absent in the Logan et al. (2015)
studies. Fluctuations in percent weight and frequency of occurrence of Atlantic herring and
menhaden were reflected for both studies among the landings data. According to historic MDMR
landings data, from 1988 to 1992 Atlantic herring landings increased while menhaden landings
initially experienced a substantial decline from 1988 to 1989 but then increased for the remainder
of the Chase (2002) study. From 2004-2008, Atlantic herring experienced a consistent decline in
landings for the duration of the study with a short and minor increase from 2005 to 2006. During
this time, menhaden landings were zero from 2004 to 2006, unknown in 2007, and experienced a
small increase in 2008 (1,955 mt), but subsequently fell again in 2009 (75.7 mt; Table 1. 1).
Atlantic herring landings were much higher from 2004-2008 than from 1988-1992, but insufficient
sample size was achieved for individual years in the Logan et al. (2015) study to fully characterize
prey diversity. Landings are not necessarily representative of population abundance and as such it
is possible that the population abundance was much lower than what the landings indicated or due
to spatial restrictions, quota was met even with a reduced stock. Alternatively, increased
abundance of Atlantic herring may not have been reflected in the Logan et al. (2015) study due to
inadequate sampling. However, Logan et al., 2015 do note that the high presence of unidentifiable
teleosts are likely Atlantic herring, negatively biasing the overall percentages. Additionally, the
current study also had an insufficient sample size to appropriately characterize all prey consumed
by ABFT in the GOM (Fig. 1. 1 & 1. 2). However, even with insufficient sample size, menhaden
were still captured as one of the most common prey within ABFT diet for 2018 and 2019.
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River Herring (Alosa pseudoharengus & Alosa aestivalis)
Alewives (Alosa pseudoharengus) and blueback herring (Alosa aestivalis), collectively
known as river herring, are two anadromous species native to the New England coastline. River
herring have been important to local fisheries for hundreds of years with the first written
documentation in New England dating back to 1622 (Watts, 2003; Hare et al., 2021). There are 52
different stocks of river herring, all with varying population statuses (ASMFC, Shad & River
Herring, nd). River herring are morphologically similar and, although they do have individual
spawning habitats, the spring and fall migrations overlap. As a result, the commercial industry
does not treat them as individual fisheries (MDMR, 2021).
Severe population declines began in the early 1980s (MDMR, 2021), but population
abundances have fluctuated for decades as a result of dam construction and pollution (Watts,
2003). Dams and pollution interfere with successful migrations by limiting access to historic
habitat and by degrading habitat conditions making it difficult for river herring to reproduce and
survive to adulthood. Through efforts to restore historic populations, the MDMR, with the help of
several local non-government organizations has implemented stocking programs, dam removals
and/or modifications to allow passage, and habitat restoration infrastructure. Since the mid-1990s,
state landings have fluctuated, but ultimately increased from 68mt (1994) to 977.4 mt in 2019
(MDMR, 2020; Table 1. 1). While the overall status of river herring is considered “depleted,” the
Maine population is noted as stable and, in some instances, even experiencing increases (ASMFC
River Herring Stock Assessment Update, 2017). The novel detection of river herring in the
stomachs of ABFT, while not explicitly correlated to dam removals, does suggest these efforts
could be successful. As these efforts continue, populations of these species could restore an
important component to the GOM forage base.
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ABFT are likely consuming a mix of adult and juvenile river herring after they have
migrated into the GOM. According to the MDMR and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, alewives
enter rivers and lakes starting in May through June, spawn, then return to the ocean shortly after
spawning. While some post-spawning alewives do experience natural mortality, the majority of
them successfully return to the ocean. Juveniles migrate downstream from mid-July through
October. Adults range from 250 to 280 millimeters (mm) and juveniles from 25 to 150 mm
(Schalit, Winter, and Wippelhauser, 2003). Blueback herring share similar migration patterns
except they do not enter lakes, spawning instead in the main portion of rivers and streams. Adult
blueback herring also spawn from May through June then migrate back to the ocean while
juveniles typically remain in freshwater or brackish systems until the fall before returning to the
ocean. Adult blueback herring average 280 mm but can reach 380 mm, while juveniles are
typically at least 50 mm before returning to the ocean (Bigelow & Schroeder, 2002; U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service, 2021). Alewives were identified in ABFT stomachs from July through October,
ranging from 180 mm to 278 mm long suggesting that both juveniles and adults were consumed.
Average length of alewives was greater in 2019 than in 2018 which may account for the increase
in percent weight but decrease in percent presence. Blueback herring were consumed from June to
October, ranging from 201 mm to just over 250 mm, with two fish in the measuring 104 to 123
mm range. Similar to alewives, on average, blueback herring were larger in 2019 than in 2018,
again, potentially explaining the increase in percent weight while decrease in percent presence.
Overall, fewer stomachs with river herring were documented in 2019 than in 2018, which in
conjunction with the increased percent weight could suggest that ABFT were consuming fewer,
larger individuals. Alternatively, similar to Atlantic herring, mackerel, and Illex, ABFT may have
targeted more menhaden in 2019 due to their high abundance causing a decrease in the overall
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percent presence of river herring. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time river herring
have been documented as a food source for ABFT in the GOM. If the restoration efforts continue
to support population increases, it may promote higher abundance of predator biomass and
proximity to shore for not only ABFT, but other predators as well.

Sand Lance (Ammodytes spp.)
Sand lance, or sand eels, are an important forage fish commonly found throughout the
Northwest Atlantic consumed by a variety of marine mammals, fishes, and birds (Robards et al.,
2002; Silva et al., 2019; and Staudinger et al., 2020). Two species that dominate this range
(Northern Labrador to Chesapeake Bay) are American sand lance (Ammodytes americanus) and
northern sand lance (Ammodytes dubius; Nizinski et al., 1988; Bigelow & Schroeder, 2002).
American sand lance typically inhabit inshore, shallow (typically < 2 m) waters with sandy
substrates (Bigelow and Schroeder, 2002). The larger congener, northern sand lance, inhabit
deeper waters offshore (from 7-80 m, but commonly > 20 m), but still reside where sandy substrate
is present (Nizinski, 1990; Staudinger et al., 2020). In Chase (2002), sand lance were an important
component of ABFT diet (22.6% W, 34.2%O; Fig. 1. 10 & 1. 11). In Logan et al. (2015), sand
lance were consumed by ABFT in the GOM but in lower proportions (0.5%W, 2.5%O). Similarly,
sand lance were consumed in the current study, but were rare compared to other prey (<0.01%W,
0.5%O). The spatial distribution of ABFT stomachs collected in this study and those from the
Chase (2002) study are likely driving these differences. Chase (2002) collected stomach samples
from Jeffrey’s Ledge to South of Martha’s Vineyard while Logan et al. (2015) collected samples
from Ipswich Bay and Jeffery’s Ledge (Fig. 1. 14). Chase (2002) noted the highest detection of
sand lance from fish captured on Stellwagen Bank (80% of 93 stomachs with prey); a location
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known for high densities of sand lance due to the sandy substrate (Staudinger et al., 2020). Logan
et al. (2015) notes that the lack of sand lance in their study is likely a result of limited sampling on
Stellwagen Bank and further south. Of the few samples in the current study with associated
coordinates (n = 13), all but two were caught between Stellwagen Bank and the tip of Cape Cod.
Interestingly, those from the Stellwagen Bank region did not contain any sand lance. While
sampling location is likely the strongest driver, it is possible that climatic changes such as warming
and acidification may also have influenced the presence of sand lance within ABFT diet. Intense
warming occurring in the GOM (Pershing et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 2017; Salisbury and Jönsson,
2018) influences the duration of the seasons and therefore interrupts times of essential feeding and
reproduction (Murray, Wiley, & Baumann, 2019; Staudinger et al., 2020) resulting in fewer
individuals for ABFT to consume. Warmer than average seasonal temperatures (NERACOOS,
2021) may explain the lack of sand lance in ABFT diet during the current study (Staudinger et al.,
2020). Alternatively, due to their small size (A. americanus: 60-168mm standard length (SL), A.
dubius: 77-253 mm SL up to 372 mm SL in some locations (Nizinski et al., 1990; Scott, 1968),
it’s possible that consumed individuals may have either been digested quickly or most easily
evacuated during stress-induced regurgitation (Chase, 2002) and therefore were not documented
as consumed prey. Lastly, due to Maine’s abundance of rocky substrate, ABFT that are harvested
closer inshore (within 10 miles of the coastline) may not be feeding above substrate conducive to
sand lance habitat. As such, there would be fewer sand lance within ABFT stomach samples simply
because of unsuitable habitat in the northern GOM and not due to population biomass.
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Silver Hake (Merluccius bilinearis), & Bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix)
Both silver hake and bluefish have been identified in stomachs sampled from ABFT in the
GOM. Percent weight of silver hake fluctuated across all three studies from 0.3%, to 4.0%, to 2.5%
(Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015; and the current study, respectively). Bluefish decreased slightly
in Chase (2002) and Logan et al. (2015) from 7.2% to 5.2% then substantially in the current study
(0.4%). Percent weight of silver hake does not follow the same trend as percent presence (2.8%,
8.2%, 10.1%), but does for bluefish where values decrease slightly in the previous two studies,
then substantially for the current study (9.7%, 9.0%, 0.5%). Percent weight and presence of silver
hake collectively suggest that ABFT are consuming this species at an increased rate compared to
the previous studies and at a shorter average length. According to the New England Fisheries
Management Council (NEFMC), both the northern (Gulf of Maine/Northern Georges Bank) and
southern (Georges Bank/Mid-Atlantic) stocks are not overfished nor are they subject to overfishing
(NEFMC, 2021). In addition, the estimated stock abundance is higher than it has been in previous
years. In 2015, abundance was the highest on record since 1973 and while the trend is decreasing,
it is still higher than it was in either of the previous studies (Stock SMART, 2020).
As of the 2019 stock assessment, bluefish are overfished but not experiencing overfishing.
Recruitment has continually fluctuated throughout the past 10 years, but has been in decline since
2017 (ASMFC, 2021) suggesting fewer individuals are surviving to harvestable size in the fishery.
A combination of an excess removal of biomass and reduced recruitment are likely the drivers
behind reduced presence and weight across all three studies (Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015; the
current study). Additionally, similar to sand lance distribution being substrate dependent, bluefish
may have been less abundant in the areas of ABFT stomach samples from the current study due to
location. Bluefish are common along the inshore regions of the Northeastern coast, but north of
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Cape Cod, bluefish distribution tends to exist farther offshore (Salerno et al., 2001). Chase (2002)
had the widest range of sampling locations (Fig. 1. 14) and the greatest percent weight and
presence. As such, it is possible that with ABFT feeding closer inshore than in previous years may
have caused the observed decrease of bluefish in ABFT diets.

Plastics
The effects of marine pollution, specifically plastics, are quickly becoming a major concern
for marine life and humans (MacLeod et al., 2021). Plastics have been documented in marine
environments since the early 1970’s (Carpenter & Smith, 1972) and exist in a variety of sizes
(macro (> 5 mm), micro- (< 5 mm), and nanoplastics (< 100 nanometers)), although a standard
size classification for each remains undefined (Enders et al., 2015). Sources of plastic pollution
include, but are not limited to, synthetic textiles, personal care products, mismanaged waste, road
runoff (Boucher & Friot, 2017) and the gradual disintegration of larger plastic pieces (Barboza et
al., 2020). While lower trophic level organisms are at greater risk of marine plastic contamination
(Walkinshaw et al., 2020), plastics have been found among a wide breadth of marine organisms
such as shellfish, marine birds, turtles, mammals, and ocean fishes including large pelagics and
deep-sea species (Azzarello & Vleet, 1987; Romeo et al., 2015; Pham et al., 2017; Panti et al.,
2019; Garrido et al., 2020; Lessey & Sabar, 2020; Pereira et al., 2020; Maes et al., 2020). Plastics
were not documented in ABFT diet in Chase (2002) but were documented in Logan et al. (2015).
In the current study, plastics were detected in stomachs from 2018 and 2019 (Fig. 1. 7 & 1. 8).
Collectively, the percent weight of plastics in ABFT diet was 0.1% and percent presence was 3.5%.
Identifiable materials consisted of plastic bags, candy wrappers, and a five-quart oil jug. Micro
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and nanoplastics may have also been present, but remained undetected because of their size and as
such, comprise a greater proportion of percent weight and presence.
Ingestion of marine plastics has the potential to influence consumption rates (induced by
false satiation) and digestive success (Rummel, 2014; Maes et al., 2020). For example, the fivequart oil jug (present in ABFT 1592-2019) comprised the majority of the space within the stomach.
It is likely that the jug was mistaken as a food item and subsequently consumed during ram feeding.
Due to its size and inability to degrade quickly, it is unlikely that the jug would have ever been
evacuated naturally increasing the potential of starvation and/or illness either from the remaining
contents within the jug or from the chemical composition of the plastic. In situations where death
and/or disease is not immediate, it is likely that ABFT somatic condition will suffer. ABFT somatic
condition and metabolism are sustained by lipid-rich prey and when satiation is interrupted by
plastic debris, individuals cannot receive the energetic stores that they require. Further, ingested
plastics can cause bioaccumulation of harmful chemicals within the tissues and organs of fishes
leading to adverse health effects (Rochman et al., 2013). Barboza et al. (2020) explains that
microplastic chemicals not only increase environmental contamination but also cause
neurotoxicity and increase cellular oxidative stress resulting in lipid peroxidation (cellular damage)
influencing the health of the fishes and the humans that may consume them. Research surrounding
marine plastics and their complete effect on the environment, marine organisms, and humans is
continually growing, but the evidence that we have to date suggests that future results will continue
to be troublesome highlighting the need for improved plastic waste management and sustainable,
non-toxic alternatives.
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Conclusion
ABFT are an important top predator in the GOM ecosystem; supporting coastal economies
and helping to structure the region’s marine food web. The forage base available within the GOM
has provided a reliable source of energy for these fish to sustain their extensive migrations and
reproductive requirements. Increases in fishing pressure coupled with environmental changes
likely contributed to changes in the abundance of the dominant prey source, Atlantic herring,
potentially changing ABFT spatial distribution and abundance, at least temporarily during the
2000s. Atlantic herring, mackerel, and Illex, are all historically important prey sources influencing
ABFT presence, spatial distribution, and overall condition. With respect to the previous studies
(Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015), Atlantic herring experienced substantial declines while
mackerel and Illex have increased. In the current study, all three species experienced declines in
percent weight, percent presence, and abundance (count) from 2018 to 2019. This suggests that as
the composition of the forage communities have changed, so too have the dietary habits of ABFT.
Whether or not these shifts will continue or are an artifact of short-term GOM ecosystem changes
remains unclear. It is interesting, but not surprising, that a predator like ABFT shows evidence of
prey switching, in some cases substituting lipid rich Atlantic herring with cephalopods and
menhaden, especially when the former’s population is considered to be overfished. Menhaden
were the only prey item to experience a substantial increase in both percent weight and percent
presence from 2018 and 2019. These results suggest that a dietary shift from historic prey has
occurred, and that menhaden are a dietary alternative to Atlantic herring. If the forage base changes
in the GOM were not conducive with the energetic demands of ABFT, long term shifts in their
spatial and temporal distribution may have occurred.
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The novel detection of river herring (Alosa pseudoharengus and Alosa aestivalis) was
unexpected but provides some very interesting potential for this species as a prey resource for
GOM predators. During a recent anadromous species prey workshop (Diadromous Fish as Marine
Prey, November 19-20, 2020, virtual), ABFT were the only predator in the GOM complex which
demonstrated such a high level of consumption of these species. Increases in the abundance and
availability of river herring could provide another high energy prey source for ABFT and other top
predators in the GOM. The addition of another prey resource would be fortuitous since the
spawning stock biomass of Atlantic herring has declined over the past decade. Restoration efforts
for anadromous species along the New England coast have been underway for years, and while
abundance is increasing, populations are still much lower than historically recorded values.
Nonetheless, the presence of river herring in ABFT diet may be evidence that restoration efforts
are working to increase overall populations.
With continued fishing pressures, fluctuating populations, shifts in foraging location, and
climatic changes, ABFT foraging ecology will likely continue to change in future decades. As
managers move toward a more comprehensive approach to fisheries management, including
parameters which represent prey type and consumption, documenting the prey that top predators
consume is important. With the severe population decreases and little evidence of a quick recovery,
Atlantic herring, the primary prey, are likely to continue declining among ABFT diet. As such,
future studies should continue to evaluate the foraging ecology of ABFT to monitor prey
availability and shifting population dynamics from previous studies (Chase, 2002; Logan et al.,
2015) to determine if shifts represent short-term changes or a longer-term trend. Understanding
the foraging ecology of ABFT is not only important for management of prey resources and
conservation, but also to the long-term sustainability of ABFT fisheries and understanding the
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drivers of continued migrations to the GOM where this species contributes not only to the local
coastal communities of New England, but to one of the most lucrative fisheries in the world.
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CHAPTER 2
ENERGETIC CONTENT OF ATLANTIC BLUEFIN TUNA AND PREY ITEMS FROM THE
GULF OF MAINE
Introduction
The Gulf of Maine (GOM), a highly productive region in the northwest Atlantic
(Townsend, 1991), supports a multitude of energy-rich forage species essential to the energetic
demands of resident and migratory predators (Golet et al., 2007). Common predators include
marine mammals, birds, and fishes, one of which is the Atlantic bluefin tuna (ABFT; Thunnus
thynnus). ABFT are seasonal migrators to the GOM, arriving in late spring/early summer (Mather
et al., 1995; Block et al., 2005; Teo et al., 2007; Rypina et al., 2021) to forage on lipid-rich,
schooling species such as Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus), Atlantic mackerel (Scomber
scombrus), and sand lance (Ammodytes spp.), and more seasonally abundant species like shortfin
squid (Illex illecebrosus: Bigelow and Schroeder, 2002; Chase, 2002, Logan et al., 2015).
Energetic content (EC) can be used to characterize somatic condition of ABFT, which generally
poor upon arrival as energetic stores are depleted following spawning and migration (Golet et al.,
2007). ABFT forage during the summer and early fall, accumulating lipids throughout the foraging
season (Estrada et al., 2005) until mid to late fall when individuals typically begin to emigrate
from the GOM back to their spawning grounds in the Gulf of Mexico (GoMex) and the
Mediterranean Sea (Fromentin & Powers, 2005). The accumulated lipids provide ABFT with
energy to support spawning and their return migration (Chapman et al., 2011). Changes in the
forage base (e.g. size, abundance, condition, and/or species composition) could impact ABFT
reproductive capacity and condition which in turn could affect economic returns to the fishery
which relies on lipid rich ABFT entering into high end markets (Golet et al., 2007).
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Foraging studies have demonstrated that Atlantic herring have been the dominant prey
resource consumed by ABFT for decades (Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015). This species serves
an important ecological role as a common prey item in addition to its economic value as the
primary source of bait in the GOM American lobster fishery (Lawson et al., 1998; Rosa & Porter,
2020). Over the past five to seven years, the abundance of Atlantic herring in the GOM has been
declining (NOAA Fisheries Stock SMART, 2021) and is currently considered overfished, but not
experiencing overfishing (NOAA 2020 MTPRCR, 2020). Additionally, the spawning stock
biomass of Atlantic herring in the GOM has varied considerably but is currently at a historic low
and attempting to recover from multiple years of over exploitation (NOAA Federal Register Final
Rule, 2021; ASMFC). Given the historic importance of Atlantic herring in the diet of ABFT
(Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015), a decline in this prey resource could affect the ability of ABFT
to acquire and store suitable levels of lipids necessary not only for their extensive migrations,
spawning success, and other biological processes, but also to enhance the economic value within
local and global commercial fisheries (Golet et al., 2007). ABFT are considered a high-end
consumer product, generally shipped to sashimi and sushi markets around the globe. The defining
characteristic that appeals to consumers of this product is the high lipid content of the white muscle
(Carroll et al., 2001). ABFT condition, and therefore grade and economic values, is influenced by
the type and quality of the forage base (Golet et al., 2007). The energetic content of ABFT in the
GOM has been in decline for several decades and is likely the result of reduced prey resources,
primarily Atlantic herring, though extensive stock mixing and variation on arrival times to the
foraging grounds has also been suggested (Golet et al., 2007; Logan et al., 2015). Interestingly as
the spawning stock biomass of Atlantic herring has declined, there has been a concomitant increase
of Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus) in the GOM. While absent in the GOM for the past
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three decades (see Chapter 1), menhaden have been documented as a high-energy prey resource
for ABFT on the foraging grounds off North Carolina (Butler et al., 2010). Atlantic herring and
menhaden share similar life history traits (e.g. schooling, pelagic, high lipid content), and as such,
they may function as a direct substitute with respect to relative abundance or energetic content.
ABFT are currently managed by the International Commission for the Conservation of
Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) as two individual stocks, determined by their natal origin to one of two
documented and formally accepted spawning grounds: the GoMex region (western stock) or the
Mediterranean Sea (eastern stock). An underlying assumption supporting the two-stock
management paradigm is a low level of mixing across the management boundary (delineated by
45°W; ICCAT SCRS Summary, 2019). However, conventional and electronic tagging in
conjunction with otolith chemistry data collected over the past two decades have shown that the
majority of the ABFT landed in western fisheries were of eastern origin (up to 90%; Block et al.,
2001; Block et al., 2005; Rooker et al., 2008; Kerr et al., 2017; Kerr et al., 2020). Additionally,
while it has not been officially recognized as a western Atlantic ABFT spawning ground, ABFT
larvae have been identified in the Slope Sea potentially complicating the two-stock hypothesis
(Richardson et al., 2016). When evaluating the somatic condition of ABFT, it is important to
identify stock of origin given that spawning seasons and therefore arrival times to the GOM from
either stock differ and may confound evaluating changes within the GOM food web.
Electronic tagging suggests ABFT spend most of their time in water temperatures 13 to
24°C (Block et al., 2001; Teo et al., 2007), but are able tolerate a wide range of temperatures (6.428.8°C; Bigelow & Schroeder, 2002), sometimes experiencing thermal changes of 19°C in a single
day (Wilson et al., 2004). ABFT utilize most of the North Atlantic basin and while the majority of
their vertical behavior occurs in the epipelagic zone, they are capable of vertical descents > 1000
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m (Block et al., 2001; Stokesbury et al., 2007; Gleiss et al., 2019). As heterothermic endotherms,
ABFT retain heat and maintain an elevated internal body temperature that fluctuates as the ambient
temperature fluctuates. As such, ABFT are uniquely equipped for their wide thermal range, often
maintaining a thermal differential of 10°C with their surrounding environment (Carey et al., 1971;
Altringham & Block, 1997). The cardiovascular mechanisms responsible for such efficient thermal
transfer are the retia mirabilia (singularly, rete mirabile or “wonderful net”). This intricate
network of blood vessels allows for the conservative transfer of heat via counter-current heat
exchange. ABFT have an abundance of rete throughout, not only supplying their muscles, but also
essential organs like the brain and stomach (Stevens and McLeese, 1984). Strategically positioned
rete near the stomach maintains elevated stomach temperatures, which increases the efficiency of
digestive enzymes and consequently increases the turnover of prey, improving metabolic
continuity, somatic growth, and reproduction (Carey and Lawson, 1973; Carey et al., 1984).
ABFT are exceptionally mobile, highly fecund, metabolically efficient, and thermally
flexible, making their energetic demands higher than that of other teleosts (Brill, 1996). The GOM
is a highly productive with a diverse forage base (Townsend, 1991), but ABFT have shown a
preference towards particular forage species, specifically Atlantic herring (Chase 2002, Logan et
al 2015). These clupeids are important prey to a variety of species like marine birds, marine
mammals, fishes, and humans due to their abundance and high lipid content (Sidwell et al., 1974).
Given the overfished status, decrease in spawning stock biomass, and the important ecological role
that GOM Atlantic herring fulfill, it is important to understand how the energetic status of a top
predator like ABFT may be impacted when such an important foraging resource declines. Further,
as ecosystems change and species distributions shift, assessing the energetic status of not only the
predators, but their prey can be useful to determine if the loss of one forage species can be replaced
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by another (e.g., Atlantic menhaden). Changes in the composition and energetic content of the
forage base can cause top predator distributions to shift and alter population dynamics like growth,
maturity, distribution, and reproduction (Boggs and Kitchell, 1991; Chapman et al., 2011; Golet
et al., 2015; Jansen et al., 2021), and result in economic losses for commercial fisheries and their
market. Here we focus on the condition of ABFT in the GOM from 2018 and 2019. We aim to 1.)
determine the energetic content of ABFT and common prey species caught in the GOM, 2.)
evaluate relationships between ABFT/prey condition and consumption, 3.) explore the condition
of arriving eastern vs. western ABFT, and 4.) evaluate annual and seasonal condition changes
among ABFT and prey.

Methods
Sampling
A total of 150 ABFT muscle samples and 57 prey (Atlantic herring, mackerel, menhaden,
alewives, blueback herring, and Illex sp.) were analyzed for energetics using bomb calorimetry. A
subsample of head white muscle tissue (only consistently available tissue) was removed from
ABFT caught from June and December in the commercial fishery from 2018 (n = 87) and 2019 (n
= 63). Stomach contents of each ABFT sample and the methods to evaluate ABFT foraging
ecology through visual observation and analysis are outlined in Chapter 1. Prey species analyzed
for EC were either common among previous studies and the current (Atlantic herring; ATL, Illex;
SQU, and Atlantic mackerel; MAC; Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015), experiencing a recent
resurgence (Atlantic menhaden; MEN) or were detected in ABFT diet for the first time (alewife;
ALE, and blueback herring; BBH). Prey samples were opportunistically collected from 2016-2020
(Fig. 2. 8). Individual species sample sizes were small for all years: 2016 (menhaden; n = 8), 2018
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(menhaden; n = 5, Illex; n = 6), 2020 (Atlantic herring; n = 28), and unspecified years with some
miscellaneous prey samples (alewives; n = 3, blueback herring; n = 1, mackerel; n = 1, menhaden;
n = 3, and Illex; n = 2). All ABFT and prey samples were frozen (-10°C) immediately after
sampling. Once samples were thawed, 20-23 grams of ABFT white muscle were removed from
each sample, homogenized, placed into a pre-weighed tin, and put into a drying oven (55° C) where
they remained until the tissue dried to a constant weight. Individual prey species were thawed,
measured (mm), and weighed (g). Hard parts of fish (skull, vertebrae and spines, caudal fin, and
lenses) and Illex (beaks) were all removed due to their inability to homogenize effectively, which
could possibly bias a random aliquot of tested tissue. The weight of the removed parts was recorded
and was on average less than 14.5% of the entire prey mass. Individual prey were homogenized in
either a Cuisinart Prep 9 or a Cuisinart Mini-Prep Plus until the contents were completely
homogenized. Approximately 20-25 grams of homogenate were placed into a pre-weighed tin and
transferred to a drying oven (55° C) where they remained until a constant weight was achieved.

Bomb Calorimetry
Energetic values were determined by using a 6200 Isoperibol Calorimeter (Parr Instrument
Company) with two general purpose oxygen combustion vessels (model 1108, Parr Instrument
Company). Prior to analysis, both combustion vessels were sent to PARR to ensure proper
functioning and a full diagnostics check was completed. The calorimeter was calibrated using a
run of ten standardized benzoic acid tablets (Parr, 2008). The calorimeter automatically triggered
a calibration run every 500 samples.
Once samples reached a constant weight, they were individually removed from the drying
oven and approximately one gram of homogenized sample was pelletized using a ½ inch pellet
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press (PARR Instrument Company). Pelletizing the sample increased the efficiency of combustion
and reduced the likelihood of machine misfires. Some ABFT samples contained a high amount of
lipids which complicated the pelletizing process as the sample would spill over the sides of the
press and not compress properly. In these cases, approximately one gram of the loose sample was
placed directly into the combustion capsule. Standard Parr combustion protocols were followed
for this analysis (205M: 1108 Series Oxygen Combustion Vessel Operating Instructions). Two
pellets were combusted for each sample; the replicate served to ensure that each aliquot was
representative of the total homogenate and by chance a high or low lipid portion of the tissue was
not run. If the original and replicate values differed by more than three percent, a third sample was
run. Two sample values within the three percent margin were averaged together to give a single
(MJ/Kg) value. If none of the values came within three percent of each other the sample was
thrown out and the bulk sample rehomogenized and rerun. While this did not occur in this study,
samples that never reached a three percent margin would require a complete resampling.

Analysis
Given the logistics involved and the associated costs, fish condition is commonly assessed
quantitatively through the use of indirect metrics like Fulton’s K, relative weight, least squares,
and various other non-lethal methods (Bolger & Connolly, 1989; Sutton et al., 2000; Golet et al.,
2007; Deguara, 2013; Jin, 2015). The logistics of sampling the commercial ABFT fishery often
inhibit the ability to collect weight information for each sampled fish. Fish can come in whole,
with only the internal organs removed and head and fins intact, or with the head, tail fins, and
internal organs removed. As a result, only a small fraction of the fish in this analysis had associated
weight data (n = 51). While several methods have been used to indirectly calculate fish condition,
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Fulton’s K is one of the most widely used methods despite some limitations related to isometric
or allometric growth (Cone, 1989). Nonetheless, given the available data and its utility across fish
species, we evaluated the indirect somatic condition of ABFT using the following formula:

𝐾 = 105 ∗ 𝑊/𝐿3

where W is the round weight (g) and L is straight fork length (mm; Deguara, 2013). The K values
(unitless) determined for both ABFT and prey were then compared to the energetic content values
(MJ/Kg) for all years to assess overall fish condition and the potential of indirect measure being
used as a proxy for the direct measure of somatic condition.

Relationships between ABFT energetic content (MJ/Kg) and independent variables such
as day of year (DOY), Fulton’s K, and curved fork length (CFL in cm) were evaluated using linear
regression models. Since relationships among these variables were not necessarily linear, a
secondary metric, a generalized additive model (GAM), was used to further evaluate the same
variables with the addition of Year. Unlike linear regression analyses, GAMs can explain linear
and non-linear relationships simultaneously. Prior to running the GAM, all independent variables
were tested for collinearity through the use of a variance inflation test. Since a GAM was only
used as a secondary method of evaluating the influence of independent variables predetermined
with linear regressions, there was a single model for the dependent variable (EC). Individual prey
energetics were evaluated by species and year, while prey of particular interest (Atlantic herring
and menhaden) were additionally evaluated with Fulton’s K.
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Stock of Origin
As part of an ongoing long-term ABFT biological sampling program, sagittal otoliths were
removed and processed for age and stock composition. Immediately after removal, otoliths were
rinsed with tap water, air dried, and placed into a vial for storage. At the time of analysis, otoliths
with associated data (sex, length, capture history) were separated. One otolith from each pair was
randomly chosen and submerged in fast curing high visibility epoxy (EpoThin 2, Beuhler Inc.),
set, and sectioned (1.5 mm) as described in Kerr et al. (2020). Otoliths prior to 2018 were
subsequently aged and milled for δ13C and δ18O to determine stock of origin. Ages were not
available for otoliths collected in the 2018 and 2019 field seasons, thus the Seuss effect
(mathematical correction for age) was not accounted for. Stock of origin assignment based on the
Random Forest Classification method followed a threshold for eastern classification for
probabilities > 0.70 and western classification < 0.30 (Kerr et al., 2020). Due to the lack of age
data and the inability to adjust for the Suess effect, assignment probabilities were increased to 0.75
and 0.25 to account for the lack of age data. Individuals < 0.75 of eastern or > 0.25 western origin
were assigned to the “mixed” category where true origin remains unclear. Stock of origin was used
to evaluate the energetic content (EC) of ABFT arriving in the GOM at differing times. A total of
26 eastern origin ABFT (2018: n = 12, 2019: n = 14), 22 western origin ABFT (2018: n = 15,
2019: n = 7), and 24 mixed origin ABFT (2018: n =17, 2019; n = 7) were used.

Results
Atlantic Bluefin Tuna
While the stomach content analysis (SCA) portion of this research contained more
samples (n = 375), only 40% were able to be subsampled for EC analyses due to limited matching
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muscle/stomach samples. In both years (2018-2019), August had the most available samples for
EC analysis (Fig. 2. 1). On average, the overall energetic content (MJ/Kg) of ABFT white muscle
tissue was greater in 2018 (average of 28.67 MJ/Kg) than in 2019 (average of 27.42 MJ/Kg), and
while the standard deviation for both years overlaps (Table 2. 1), the years were statistically
significant from one another (ANOVA p = 0.001). The maximum/minimum values in 2018 and
2019 were 32 (MJ/Kg) and 23 (MJ/Kg), respectively, but the energetic content of ABFT 2018
remained elevated above the 2019 levels (Fig. 2. 2).
EC was evaluated with three independent variables to identify potential relationships
between season, size, and weight-length body condition factor (DOY, CFL, and Fulton’s K). DOY
was positively correlated with energetic content and significant for both years of the study (p <
0.001; Fig. 2. 4). CFL was not statistically significant for either 2018 or 2019 (p > 0.05, Fig. 2. 5).
Fulton’s K (unitless), an indirect measure of condition, was negatively correlated for 2018 (n =
30) and positively correlated for 2019 (n = 21), but not statistically significant for either year (p >
0.05, Fig. 2. 6). In 2018 Fulton’s K ranged from 1.06 to 1.92 with an average of 1.55. In 2019,
Fulton’s K ranged from 1.37 to 1.78, with an average of 1.57. Fulton’s K was only evaluated for
ABFT with both weight and length data (n = 51). All variables, with the addition of Year, were
run through a GAM (Gaussian distribution; Fig. 2. 7). Similar to the linear regressions, DOY was
the only significant variable affecting condition (p < 0.01). DOY shows a sinusoidal trend
indicative of seasonal lipid accumulation. CFL indicates an accumulation of lipids until 240 cm,
when EC values begin to decrease, but this relationship was not statistically significant (p = 0.3)
Fulton’s K indicates a linear relationship although this was not statistically significant (p = 0.1).
In this model, it is important to note that year 2018 is represented by the intercept. Although the
intercept appears to be statistically significant this does not mean that the year 2018 is significantly
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different from year 2019. Models which display statistical significance in the intercept indicate
that the covariates used to explain variation in the response do not possess a level of influence that
would change the model intercept if they were excluded from the model. As a result, year as a
covariate can be assumed not statistically significant. Collectively, DOY, CFL, Fulton’s K, and
Year all accounted for 41.7% of the deviance explained.
ABFT EC generally increased with month for both years, although on average, condition
in 2019 had lower monthly values than in 2018 (Fig. 2. 2 & 2. 3). Over the entire sampling period
for both years (June – October), the months of September and October experienced significant
increases in condition from the month prior (Table 2. 2). This trend does not continue into
November or December (2018 only), although it should be noted that both months had a sample
size of one (n = 1; Fig 2. 1). Similar to the results of lipid accumulation model with respect to year,
it should be noted that August is represented by the intercept. Again, the intercept is statistically
significant suggesting that month as an overall covariate is not statistically significant.

Prey Species
Menhaden had the highest average EC (26.07 MJ/Kg), with a higher average EC in 2016
(27.95 MJ/Kg) than in 2018 (24.65 MJ/Kg; Fig. 2. 8 & 2. 9). Three menhaden samples of an
unknown year had an average EC of 23.41 MJ/Kg. The menhaden collected in 2016 were on
average larger in length (301.3 mm) and in weight (471.8 g) while those collected in year 2018
(295.8 mm, 350 g) and year unknown (284.7 mm, 317.9 g) were smaller. The single mackerel
sample had an EC of 24.79 MJ/Kg. The average EC of Atlantic herring in 2020 was 24.09 MJ/Kg.
Illex had an overall average EC of 22.78 MJ/Kg, with a slightly higher average in 2018 (22.81
MJ/Kg) than in the unknown year (22.69 MJ/Kg). Alewives and blueback herring of an unknown
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year had the lowest average EC of any prey sampled (22.71 MJ/Kg and 22.48 MJ/Kg, respectively;
Table 2. 1).
The EC (MJ/Kg) of Atlantic herring and menhaden (prey of particular interest) were
evaluated in relation to Fulton’s K (Fig. 2. 10 & 2. 11). The relationship between EC and Fulton’s
K was significant for Atlantic herring (p = 0.02) in 2020, but not statistically significant for
menhaden across either year (2016 p-value = 0.99, 2018 p-value = 0.31).

Origin
ABFT samples taken from eastern and mixed stocks show a decrease in median EC from
2018 to 2019 while western stock fish show an increase in median EC (Fig. 2. 12). Although the
distributions of year-specific EC for each stock overlap, Fig. 2. 12 illustrates variability in the
median condition of 2018 and 2019 samples with an overall greater variability in 2018 than 2019.
In contrast to the 2018 eastern and mixed origins, western origin tuna had a much lower median,
similar to that of the 2019 median for the eastern and mixed stocks. The western stock compared
with the eastern and mixed stock minimums for 2018 and 2019 were relatively similar, but the
maximums were dissimilar. The western 2018 maximum EC was still higher than the 2019
maximum, but less than that of either the eastern or mixed stocks. EC of known-origin ABFT were
evaluated by month, but due to low sample size per month, fits to the data were poor. Breaking the
stocks down by year and season (Fig. 2. 13), 2018 eastern ABFT had a higher median EC than
western ABFT for summer and fall. However, the overall distribution of values of western ABFT
did overlap with all of the eastern values. In 2019 (Fig. 2. 14), the western ABFT in spring had a
value that fell within the range of those in the summer. The eastern median value of summer fish
was lower than in that of 2018 but had a much larger range of values. The western median value
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of summer fish was higher than that of the 2018 western summer fish and the 2019 eastern fish,
but ultimately fell within a similar range. The 2019 fall eastern fish had a higher EC than fish in
the spring or summer. Fig. 2. 14 does suggest some seasonal lipid accumulation, but the sample
sizes for each year, stock, and season were so small, true relationships cannot be discerned.
However, an overall evaluation of all fish it appears that eastern tuna had a higher EC for 2018,
while western tuna shared a similar EC distribution as eastern in 2019, but with a greater
occurrence of higher values.
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Figures

Figure 2. 1: Bar plot of monthly Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) sample distribution for both the 2018 (n = 87) and 2019 (n =
63) field seasons.
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Figure 2. 2: The frequency of energetic content (MJ/Kg) of Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) for the 2018 (n = 87) and 2019 (n
= 63) field seasons.
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Figure 2. 3: The average energetic content (MJ/Kg) of Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) for both 2018 (n = 85) and 2019 (n =
62) for each month sampled within the Gulf of Maine. ANOVA results suggest that month (p < 0.001) and year (p < 0.001) are both
statistically significant.
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Figure 2. 4: The energetic content (MJ/Kg) of Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) as a function of day of year (DOY) for the 2018
(n = 85 ) and 2019 (n = 62) foraging seasons. Shaded area around lines indicates 95% confidence intervals. Days 160, 250, and 350
correspond to June, September, and December, respectively. 2018: positively correlated, p-value = 0.001, R2 = 0.11, 2019: positively
correlated, p-value < 0.001, R2 = 0.35.
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Figure 2. 5: The energetic content (MJ/Kg) of Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) as it relates to the curved fork length (CFL; cm)
for both 2018 (n = 84) and 2019 (n = 62) field seasons. 2018: positively correlated, p-value = 0.96, R2 = -0.012 2019: negatively
correlated, p-value = 0.494, R2 = -0.01.
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Figure 2. 6: Output of the generalized additive model illustrating the relationship between DOY (p < 0.01), CFL (cm; p = 0.3),
Fulton’s K (p = 0.1) and year (p > 0.05) on average EC (MJ/Kg).
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Figure 2. 7: The energetic content of ABFT individuals as a function of condition (Fulton’s K) for 2018 (n = 30) and 2019 (n = 21).
2018: negatively correlated, p-value = 0.35, R2 = -0.003, 2019: positively correlated, p-value = 0.20, R2 = 0.04.
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Figure 2. 8: A box and whisker representation of energetic content (MJ/Kg) of common ABFT prey species (ALE; Alewife n = 3,
ATL; Atlantic herring n = 28, BBH; Blueback herring n = 1, MAC; Atlantic mackerel n = 1, MEN; Atlantic menhaden n = 16, SQU;
Illex n = 8).
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Figure 2. 9: A box and whisker representation of energetic content (MJ/Kg) of common ABFT prey species displayed by year (ALE;
Alewife NA n = 3, ATL; Atlantic herring 2020 n = 28, BBH; Blueback herring NA n = 1, MAC; Atlantic mackerel NA N =1, MEN;
Atlantic menhaden NA n = 3, 2018 n = 5, 2016 n = 8, SQU; Illex NA n = 2, 2018 n = 6).
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Figure 2. 10: The energetic content (MJ/Kg) of 2020 Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) as it relates to Fulton’s K (unitless). Shaded
area around lines indicates 95% confidence intervals (p-value = 0.02, R2 = 0.2).
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Figure 2. 11: The energetic content (MJ/Kg) of 2016 and 2018 Atlantic menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus) as it relates to Fulton’s K.
Shaded area around lines indicates 95% confidence intervals (2016 p-value = 0.99, R2 = -0.2; 2018 p-value = 0.31, R2 = 0.1).
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Figure 2. 12: The energetic content (MJ/Kg) as it relates to the origin of ABFT from 2018 and 2019. Sample sizes are n = 12, n = 17, n
= 15 (2018) and n = 14, n = 7, n = 7 (2019) for East, Mix, and West, respectively.
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Figure 2. 13: EC of eastern and western origin fish for each available season summer (eastern n = 11, western n = 14) and fall (eastern
n = 1 , western n = 1) in 2018.
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Figure 2. 14: EC of eastern and western origin fish for each available season spring (western n = 1), summer (eastern n = 13, western n
= 6) and fall (eastern n = 1) in 2019.
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Energetic Condition of ABFT and Prey
n Avg. EC (MJ/Kg) SD ± CI ± Year Avg. Length (cm) SD ±

Species
ABFT

Thunnus thynnus

87

28.67

2.36

0.5 2018

230.82 24.06

ABFT

Thunnus thynnus

63

27.42

2.23 0.55 2019

228.51 25.04

Alosa pseudoharengus 3

22.71

0.34 0.38 -

23.00 5.19

1.68 0.62 2020

20.49 12.25

ALE
ATL

Clupea harengus

28

24.09

BBH

Alosa aestivalis

1

22.48

-

-

-

23.00 -

MAC

Scomber scombrus

1

24.79

-

-

-

25.50 -

MEN

Brevoortia tyrannus

8

27.96

0.74 0.51 2016

30.13 4.62

MEN

Brevoortia tyrannus

5

24.65

2.18 1.91 2018

29.58 6.14

MEN

Brevoortia tyrannus

3

23.41

1.8

28.46 13.05

SQU

Illex illecebrosus

6

22.81

0.46 0.37 2018

22.56 14.38

SQU

Illex illecebrosus

2

22.69

0.08 0.11 -

18.00 14.14

2.04 -

Table 2. 1: A table of the sample size (n), average energetic condition, standard deviation, and 95% confidence interval, average length
(cm), and standard deviation of Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) and common prey species by year. Dashes indicated no data
available.
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Monthly Significance
Month

Estimate SE ± P-Value Level of Significance Year

June

-0.95

2.30

0.68

ns

2018

July

0.16

0.65

0.81

ns

2018

August (Y-int)

28.08

0.39

<0.01

***

2018

September

1.30

0.61

0.04

*

2018

October

2.77

1.00

<0.01

**

2018

November

1.35

2.30

0.56

ns

2018

December

1.94

2.30

0.4

ns

2018

June

-0.91

1.00

0.36

ns

2019

July

-0.50

0.60

0.41

ns

2019

August (Y-int)

26.80

0.38

<0.01

***

2019

September

2.49

0.75

<0.01

**

2019

October

2.74

0.67

<0.01

***

2019

Table 2. 2: A table of monthly significance for energetic content (MJ/Kg) of Atlantic bluefin
tuna (Thunnus thynnus) for both the 2018 (n = 85) and 2019 (n = 62) field seasons. August is the
y-intercept and as such, statistical significance of this month should be evaluated cautiously.
Level of significance with *** are highly significant, “ns” indicates no significance

Discussion
The progression of the year (DOY) was the only significant variable influencing the
energetic content of ABFT. This is in line with previous observations of seasonal weight gain of
ABFT on the foraging grounds (Logan et al., 2015). ABFT enter into the GOM in late spring/early
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summer, energetically depleted after spawning and migrating to the foraging grounds (Golet et al.,
2007). Consecutive months of foraging on lipid-rich prey increases ABFT lipid stores and
energetic condition (Estrada et al., 2005; Golet et al., 2015). While there is a positive relationship
between condition and DOY, there is considerable variability in EC between ABFT captured
during the same time period and within the same size classes (Fig. 2. 4 & 2. 5). These differences
may be explained by an offset in spawning schedules between eastern and western ABFT resulting
in different arrival times to the GOM. In the Mediterranean, eastern ABFT are thought to spawn
from June to July, and in some instances as early as May (Abascal et al., 2003; Muhling et al.,
2017), typically migrating to their foraging grounds between late July and August (Reglero et al.,
2018) indicating that eastern ABFT should arrive more energetically depleted. However, on
average, eastern ABFT had a higher collective energetic content than western individuals for 2018
and 2019, suggesting that this lag in spawning/arrival times between the two stocks of ABFT to
the GOM does not fully explain the variability in EC. These differences may be linked more to the
spawning schedules of individual ABFT within their respective stock of origin, due in part to
staggered spawning and migration times. Additionally, while ABFT are believed to make
consistent annual migrations to and from spawning and foraging regions, there have been instances
where individuals remain on the foraging grounds for a year or more (Block et al., 2001; Galuardi
et al., 2010) never returning to their presumed natal spawning area. As such, an individual with an
eastern signature may be exhibiting some form of residency in the western Atlantic, continuing to
accumulate lipids when they would otherwise be depleted by spawning and migration
requirements.
Western ABFT are thought to spawn between April and June, returning to their foraging
grounds for the summer months (Mather et al., 1995; Wilson et al., 2004; Block et al., 2005; Teo
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et al., 2007). In theory, this should provide additional foraging days for western ABFT causing
their EC to be higher than the later arriving eastern ABFT, but our results suggest that overall,
western fish caught in the GOM were in poorer condition. One potential explanation may include
confounding origin signatures. ABFT accumulate ambient isotopes within their otoliths (Rooker
et al., 2001) beginning at birth and precipitating with growth. LeGrande & Schmidt (2006) show
that δ18O (oxygen) values within the Mediterranean are some of the highest in the world. Just
outside the Strait of Gibraltar, the δ18O values are similar to those in the GoMex. As such,
individuals spawned in the Mediterranean Sea, but whose residency is very short in that region,
may accumulate δ18O to levels representative of western fish and may therefore be identified
incorrectly. In these instances, a substantial proportion of eastern fish may be incorrectly identified
as western fish and their EC may be biasing the overall condition of western fish. Given the current
levels of eastern fish in western fisheries and the size of the respective stocks, EC could be biased
by conflicting otolith signatures.
There was no temporal relationship between curved fork length (cm) and EC between years
or within each year. These results are not necessarily unexpected since ABFT which exceed 100
cm allocate more energy to accumulating mass than to increasing length (Mather et al., 1995; Golet
et al., 2007), exhibiting positive allometric growth. Further, the ABFT used in this study came
almost exclusively from the commercial fishery where the minimum size would suggest all
individuals are at a point in their life history where accumulation of lipids for spawning is
prioritized over growth in length. There are many metrics to evaluate condition including Fulton’s
K, relative weight, least squares, and various other non-lethal methods (Bolger & Connolly, 1989;
Sutton et al., 2000; Golet et al., 2007; Deguara, 2013; Jin, 2015). Considering that lipid
accumulation is specific to each individual, can fluctuate year to year, and isometric growth is not
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necessarily inherent (Cone, 1989), it is very difficult to ascertain a true length-weight relationship
representative of the entire ABFT life cycle (Cort et al., 2015). Given the available data and its use
in the primary literature, calculating Fulton’s K was the most appropriate method. The typical
range of K for ABFT is between 1.4 and 2.1, although this factor can fluctuate depending on spatial
and temporal variables including season, location, spawning, and foraging (Deguara et al., 2013).
Samples were limited in 2018 (n = 30) and 2019 (n = 21) and many of the lower values (1.06 –
1.37) were ABFT landed across the months (June-December) in 2018. Due to the low sample size
for each month, it is possible that the fish with extremely low Fulton’s K are outliers (perhaps as
statistical anomalies or because of reduced prey, lengthy migration, time of harvest, or genetic
predisposition) and therefore do not represent the majority of Fulton’s K values for each month.
Alternatively, it highlights the need for greater sample size to evaluate if these values are in fact
representative of the population in the GOM or perhaps the result of a sampling bias or random
chance error. For future studies, it may be useful to obtain weight, and length data (majority of
lengths are back-calculated from snout lengths) directly from fishermen/dealers to help determine
the true somatic condition with respect to weight-length relationships.
Otolith chemistry data suggest ABFT from both the eastern and western stocks are entering
into the GOM foraging grounds in varying states of somatic condition (Fig. 2. 12 – 2. 14).
Interestingly, for ABFT with natal assignment and condition, eastern origin fish had a higher EC
than western origin tuna in 2018. In 2019, eastern and western tuna shared a similar distribution
of EC, but western tuna had a greater occurrence of higher EC fish. Mixed stock origin fish were
not included in this analysis because the probability threshold used to assign stock origins was not
met and as such stock origin could not be assigned confidently.
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ABFT are known to migrate across the Atlantic basin (Block et al., 1998; Wilson et al.,
2004), suggesting that ABFT migrating from greater distances (e.g., the Mediterranean Sea) are
more likely to arrive with a lower EC than ABFT migrating from closer locations like the GoMex
or the Slope Sea. However, our data suggest that there are complex dynamics associated with
condition and natal origin indicating that the two are not directly correlated. In addition to potential
residency of eastern stock origin ABFT within the western stock boundary, there is evidence to
suggest that ABFT in the Mediterranean Sea do forage before migrating from the region (Logan
et al., 2010; Druon et al., 2011; Battaglia et al., 2012) and may even forage intermittently as they
migrate across the north Atlantic basin (Chapman et al., 2011). Since spawning is energetically
expensive, foraging opportunistically immediately after or along the migration route could
supplement lost energy stores and sustain ABFT during their trans-Atlantic migrations to the
GOM. Foraging, even limited in scope, could improve condition of eastern origin ABFT such that
their EC is similar to individuals in the western stock. It is still unclear how much these sporadic
foraging events contribute to the overall lipid storage of ABFT, but it is unlikely to match the
energy obtained through continuous feeding of prey within the GOM. Nevertheless, it could
explain some of the variation in EC of ABFT despite the mixed stock nature of the GOM landings.
Additional reasons for such large variability in EC of ABFT in the GOM could be related
to the genetic disposition of each fish. There is substantial evidence supporting the role genetics
plays in growth and lipid accumulation among other fish species (Berg et al., 2018; Horn et al.,
2018). Therefore, how fast a fish grows and how efficiently it accumulates lipids could be linked
to their genetic background. As such, some ABFT may be more prone to limited lipid storage than
others potentially explaining some of the variability within the EC of both stocks. The limitation
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in lipid retention could be related to the feeding efficiency of the individual, the foraging
opportunities it encounters, and the efficiency with which it exploits those opportunities.
Spawning site fidelity and residency are other possibilities that could affect somatic
conditions of ABFT. Studies suggest that ABFT exhibit natal homing (Rooker et al., 2014),
returning annually to the region from which they were spawned (Teo et al., 2007). However,
further research has suggested that spawning site fidelity and natal homing is much more complex
than originally assumed and not necessarily inherent (Galuardi et al., 2010). Block et al. (2001)
documented some ABFT of eastern and western origin taking residency without returning to their
known spawning grounds for years, while others made multiple trans-Atlantic migrations within a
single year. Considering the complexities associated with migration and stock origin from
electronic tagging studies, higher than expected EC of eastern origin ABFT may result from
eastern origin ABFT residing in the west Atlantic over multiple years without annual natal origin
migrations. ABFT following this life history strategy may not expend as much energy migrating
across the Atlantic basin to spawn in the Mediterranean Sea and, alternatively, spawn elsewhere
in the Atlantic, or skip spawning altogether. Skipped spawning refers to the bypassing of a
spawning season, typically influenced by low prey availability or poor environmental conditions
(Rideout et al., 2005; Rideout & Tomkiewicz, 2011). It is believed that skipped spawning favors
growth and survival as a tradeoff for future spawning when conditions are more suitable (Secor,
2007).
Another potential explanation behind origin and EC could be related to residency time of
ABFT in the GOM before they are harvested. Due to the differences in spawning schedules, mixed
origins, and the limited sample size, it is possible that ABFT used in this study may have been
harvested before appropriate lipid accumulation was possible. Studies suggest that western ABFT
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arrive in the GOM earlier than ABFT from the Mediterranean or the Slope Sea (Mather et al.,
1995; Abascal et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2004; Block et al., 2005; Teo et al., 2007; Richardson et
al., 2016; Muhling et al., 2017; Reglero et al., 2018; Rypina et al., 2019). As such, it is likely that
fishermen are unintentionally targeting early season, depleted western origin ABFT. Having just
spawned and migrated to the GOM, this may explain why on average, the western-origin ABFT
had a lower energetic content. Alternatively, even though eastern and potential Slope Sea tunas
arrive later, they are likely also arriving in a depleted state suggesting EC has more to do with time
of harvest than stock origin. It is important to note that all samples from the eastern, mixed, and
western origins used for analyses had small sample sizes (n ≤ 30) for both years combined and
therefore may not necessarily be representative of the true overall condition. Regardless, it appears
that inter-annual conditions play a much larger role than stock of origin as DOY was the biggest
driver in seasonal lipid gain (Fig. 2. 4 & 2. 13 – 2. 14). For future studies, increased sample size
and a better distribution of samples across the time-period would likely resolve some of these
outstanding questions.
Tunas have elevated energetic demands compared to other teleosts (Korsmeyer & Dewar,
2001; Fitzgibbon et al., 2006), and, in turn, require lipid-rich prey to sustain their reproductive,
metabolic, and migratory needs. ABFT condition is reflective of the prey consumed, so when prey
populations are diminished (e.g., Atlantic herring), ABFT condition and quality may be affected
(Golet et al., 2007). The results of (SCA; Chapter 1) suggest menhaden were more prevalent in
2019 than in 2018 (Fig. 1. 7 and 1. 8). EC analysis of Atlantic herring and menhaden suggest that
menhaden are more energetically valuable as prey (Fig. 2. 8) and, in theory, should have resulted
in greater energetic benefit to ABFT in 2019 than in 2018. Here, the opposite trend was observed
where energetic content of ABFT in 2018 and 2019 were relatively similar, yet 2019 had a slightly
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lower yearly average (Table 2. 1). It is important to keep in mind that the samples subjected to EC
analysis (n = 150) were only a subsample of the SCA (n = 375) and, therefore, may not reflect a
holistic representation of EC for all samples. Additionally, while the overall EC average of
menhaden was higher than that of Atlantic herring (Table 2. 1), the samples collected were all from
different years and resulted in fluctuating values. The EC of menhaden from unknown year (23.41
MJ/Kg) and 2018 (24.65 MJ/Kg) were similar to the value of Atlantic herring (24.09 MJ/Kg) in
2020. Since menhaden had the highest values of all prey (27.96 MJ/Kg) but the greatest EC
variation between years, it remains to be seen if menhaden are truly more energetically valuable
than Atlantic herring. However, ABFT that consumed menhaden but not Atlantic herring had a
higher average EC for both 2018 (28.69 MJ/Kg) and 2019 (28.95 MJ/Kg) while those that
consumed Atlantic herring but not menhaden had a slightly lower average EC for both 2018 (28.29
MJ/Kg) and 2019 (26.84 MJ/Kg). While these differences are minimal and presence of either
among the SCA does not necessarily guarantee energetic contribution (e.g. the first time ABFT
encountered that prey in the time period), it could be an indicator that menhaden are energetically
viable alternatives to Atlantic herring and may, in fact, be more energetically beneficial.
Considering the complexities of these dietary interactions, it is clear that there is a need for more
research which explicitly targets prey collected from the same regions, sampled within the
temporal bounds of the study, and in greater quantities.
The relationship between indirect condition (Fulton’s K) and direct condition (EC) was
evaluated for both Atlantic herring and menhaden (Fig. 2. 10-2. 11). Fulton’s K of Atlantic herring
had a significant relationship with EC. The relationship between Fulton’s K and menhaden EC
was not significant across years. Differences in the relationship between indirect and direct
measures of condition could be a result of growth differences between species. Rogers et al. (1989)
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states that while menhaden exhibit isometric growth early on in life, as they age, they appear to
exhibit allometric growth suggesting that indirect condition may not be a good indicator of
condition (Cone, 1989). While Atlantic herring do exhibit a relationship between indirect and
direct condition, it is not necessarily inherent (McPherson et al., 2011). However, there is also a
possibility that lower samples sizes do not represent enough of the population to draw conclusions
on how indirect and direct measures of somatic condition vary by species. Strengthening this type
of analysis would include EC analysis (indirect and direct) on both species, in the same quantities,
and throughout their life cycles to evaluate differences in growth habits and EC during each stage.
Illex and river herring (alewives and blueback herring) had the lowest EC of all assessed
forage species (22.75 MJ/Kg and 22.60 MJ/Kg, respectively). Atlantic herring, menhaden, and
river herring are all known to eat either phytoplankton or zooplankton (or both), with some
ontogenetic prey switching at different life history stages (Bigelow and Schroeder, 2002).
However, Illex do not accumulate the same amount of lipids as Atlantic herring and menhaden.
Lawson et al. (1998) report that Illex have less than half (6.6%; energy density 5.9 kJ/g via
proximate composition) of the percent lipid content of Atlantic herring (13.7%; energy density 9.4
kJ/g via proximate composition). Generally speaking, lllex do consume prey of higher energy
content (lipid-rich fishes; Froerman, 1984), but have such low energetic content themselves,
because they frequently only consume a portion of their prey before letting it fall to the ocean floor
(Wallace et al., 1981). As such, Illex are low in lipids, but high in protein (Hulan et al., 1978)
making them less energetically beneficial to ABFT. However, if Illex are available in high
abundance (as they were in 2018 and 2019) when the preferred prey are less abundant, ABFT will
consume them. This substituting of lesser quality prey resources has been termed the “junk food
hypothesis.” This hypothesis suggests that when predators switch to a less energetically rich prey,
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their overall somatic condition declines (Österblom et al., 2008) increasing the potential for
increased residency, reduced spawning, and therefore smaller future cohorts. While this hypothesis
may not perfectly describe the presence of Illex in this study, as many highly migratory species
consume squids globally (Logan et al., 2013), it is something to keep in mind as the main prey
(Atlantic herring) have experienced such severe declines.
Unfortunately, we only had one (n =1) Atlantic mackerel from an unknown year to analyze
for energetic content, but this individual had an energetic content of 24.79 (MJ/Kg), one of the
higher values for all evaluated prey. A study by Spitz and Jouma’a (2013) does suggest that
mackerel are high quality species with respect to EC, which is in agreement with our results.
Mackerel are recognized as one of the more important prey species for ABFT and documentation
of consumption is extensive (Tiews, 1978; Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015; Varela et al., 2020).
Mackerel are currently overfished and overfishing is occurring (NOAA Mackerel Rebuilding
Framework, 2019). As such, mackerel, similar to Atlantic herring, may not be a reliable prey
resource for ABFT in the future. If mackerel and Atlantic herring populations experience a
sustained decrease in spawning stock biomass, this may have detrimental effects on ABFT
migration, spawning, and overall life history of ABFT.
ABFT rely on lipid-rich prey and accumulated stores to sustain their extensive migrations
and reproductive success (Goldstein et al., 2007). If the prey base is absent and therefore the ability
to accumulate lipids is lacking, ABFT may exhibit abnormal residency, skipped spawning, and
poor somatic condition, which not only has implications for ABFT population success, but also
for the local and global fisheries (Block et al., 2001; Rideout, 2005; Golet et al., 2007; Galuardi et
al., 2010). However, the high energetic content of and increasing abundance of menhaden may
make them a sufficient energetic alternative in the event historically dominant prey like mackerel
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and Atlantic herring are less available in the GOM in the future. Alternatively, a comparison of
mackerel consumption with previous studies, suggests an increase in mackerel presence and mass
(Fig.1. 10 & 1. 11) even with the overfished and overfishing status. These increases could simply
be chance encounters with localized abundance of mackerel schools, regional differences in
mackerel abundance, or they may be early signs mackerel populations are recovering, perhaps if
only regionally. ABFT are still foraging on historically dominant prey items like Atlantic herring
and mackerel, however, the volume of these forage items is reduced. This suggests that while the
biomass of the preferred prey is lower, ABFT are still exploiting specific forage assemblages and
one could even argue that, given their EC, they are preferentially selecting a specific forage. Future
research and continued SCA and EC analyses of ABFT and prey species as well as individual
evaluation of prey may be able to offer some resolution.

Conclusion
Atlantic bluefin tuna have elevated energetic demands given their highly migratory life
history, high fecundity, expensive metabolic needs, and wide thermal range. The GOM has a
variety of lipid-rich forage, capable of sustaining upper-level predators like ABFT (Chase, 2002;
Logan et al., 2015). It is this forage base that likely drives the annual ABFT migration from
spawning grounds thousands of miles away to sustain those same energetic needs and complete
their life history. Spawning and the migrations that follow are energetically expensive and
identifying what forage is most important to ABFT is fundamental to understanding the drivers
behind their migrations and distributions. This can be used to interpret changes in catch per unit
effort indices; the latter being important indicators for fisheries stock assessments. Given the twostock management paradigm for ABFT, understanding the stock of origin for GOM ABFT is
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important as it relates to their EC. Evaluating somatic condition by stock of origin will provide
further insight into foraging conditions in the GOM, if they are changing, and how those changes
may impact ABFT with respect to life history. The results indicate that while there are considerable
changes to the GOM forage base, ABFT continue to acquire lipids over the course of the season.
DOY was the most significant variable with respect to lipid accumulation, with greater
accumulation towards the end of summer and into the fall likely due to lipid accumulation after
months of foraging in the GOM. While stock origin likely has an impact on somatic condition, this
relationship was not significant within this study. Unfortunately, limitations resulting from small
sample sizes prevented a robust comparison of stock-specific EC in this study. Consequently, the
ability to disentangle EC with stock origin would be greatly improved by increasing the number
of samples obtained from both stocks. Further, more research should be conducted to evaluate the
impacts on ABFT EC in the GOM incurred by deviations from typical ABFT life history (e.g.
residency of eastern stock of origin fish in the western Atlantic, skipped spawning, etc.) and factors
such as the contribution of unknown stock of origin ABFT (Slope Sea).
As highly migratory pelagic predators, ABFT invest substantial energy migrating to
temperate latitudes to take advantage of abundant lipid-rich prey, such as Atlantic herring.
Extensive foraging facilitates the accumulation of large lipid stores over short periods of time that
can be utilized to support future migrations and spawning. Declines in Atlantic herring, a historic
primary forage species of ABFT, could have life history and economic implications as declines in
lipid reserves affect the somatic condition (i.e. fat content) of ABFT and therefore the biological
success and quality as a global product. Other common prey like lllex, Atlantic mackerel, and river
herring have less energetic value than Atlantic herring. Considering the decline of Atlantic herring
in the GOM, and the energetic value of these other forage species, it is unlikely that each are
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energetically sufficient as a replacement for the declining Atlantic herring. In recent years,
menhaden, a species largely absent from the GOM over the past 25-30 years, has made a
resurgence providing a high abundance of lipid-rich, energetically-dense prey from inshore
environments to offshore banks. Over the time period of this study, ABFT consumed menhaden
and that consumption increased over the two years of this study (presence and mass). Given the
similarities between Atlantic herring and Atlantic menhaden (abundant/schooling/lipid rich
pelagic species) it is possible that Atlantic menhaden could fill the energetic void created by the
reduction in spawning stock biomass of Atlantic herring.
Understanding somatic condition and the variables that affect it is not only important to
understanding the biological success of ABFT as a top predator, but to the local and global
economies driven by a quality product. The majority of the commercial ABFT harvested in the
GOM are used in high end restaurants either in domestic or overseas markets where the price per
pound is based on, among other things, the lipid content in the tissues. High-quality sushi and
sashimi are most marketable when the lipid content is high, improving flavor and texture. Declines
in lipid-rich prey, decrease the somatic condition of ABFT and therefore the quality (Golet et al.,
2007) which, in turn, will impact the life history of ABFT and the marketability of the product.
While the current status of Atlantic herring remains low, increases in squid and Atlantic menhaden
appear to provide alternative forage sources for ABFT. These other forage sources are likely filling
the forage void created by the decline in Atlantic herring since the seasonal EC of ABFT still
increases throughout the season and the commercial catches of ABFT in the GOM are as high as
they have been in decades. Further research on the foraging ecology of ABFT and the changes that
have occurred could be used to inform other aspects of ABFT life history including migratory
patterns, reproduction and utilization of temperate foraging grounds in the northwest Atlantic.
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Finally, understanding factors which drive migration and the availability of ABFT to commercial
fisheries will be important for understanding trends in key fishery indicators like catch per unit
effort indices, the most important inputs to current stock assessment models.
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CHAPTER 3
STABLE ISOTOPE ANALYSIS: DIETARY SHIFTS AND MOLECULAR
CLASSIFICATION OF ATLANTIC BLUEFIN TUNA AND PREY ITEMS

Introduction
Atlantic bluefin tuna (ABFT) acquire substantial lipid stores on temperate foraging grounds
throughout the north Atlantic from June to November (Estrada et al., 2005; Butler et al., 2010;
Butler et al., 2015). These lipid stores are utilized for spawning and migration; the degree of lipid
accumulation is generally regarded as an indirect metric of foraging success and/or ecosystem
status of the forage base (i.e. abundance, size, somatic condition). Quality of ABFT tissue and lipid
content are directly related to the lipid rich forage base of lower trophic level prey such as Atlantic
herring (Clupea harengus) and Atlantic mackerel (mackerel, Scomber scombrus; Dhurmeea et al.,
2018). In recent years, somatic condition of ABFT in the Gulf of Maine (GOM) has declined
(Golet et al., 2007). Changes in somatic condition are likely due to a decline in quality and
abundance of the forage base, but may also be, in part, related to the dynamics of migratory
behavior as ABFT arrival to the foraging grounds is highly variable and dependent on spawning
schedules (Block et al., 1998; Abascal et al., 2003; Teo et al., 2007). Currently, the International
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) manages ABFT as two stocks based
on separate and discrete spawning grounds in the Gulf of Mexico (GoMex) and adjacent regions
(western stock) and the Mediterranean Sea (eastern stock). A major underlying assumption for the
two-stock management paradigm is limited mixing across the management boundary (45°W
meridian), but decades of conventional and electronic tagging coupled with otolith chemistry and
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genetics suggests that mixing can be extensive (Block et al., 2001; Block et al., 2005; Rooker et
al., 2008; Galuardi et al., 2010; Kerr et al., 2017; Puncher et al., 2018; Kerr et al., 2020).
Recently, there has been evidence to support additional spawning grounds within the Slope
Sea (Richardson et al., 2016; Fig. 1. 15), which could add variability to foraging cycles within the
Gulf of Maine, though this site is yet to be officially recognized by ICCAT. ABFT exhibit natal
homing to either the Mediterranean Sea or the GoMex (Rooker et al., 2014), where they return to
spawn (Teo et al., 2007). However, there are many examples of electronically tagged ABFT that
forgo annual natal homing (Lutcavage et al., 1999; Block et al., 2001; Block et al., 2005; Goldstein
et al., 2007) exhibiting residency and/or skipped spawning, likely because of reduced prey
availability or poor environmental conditions (Jørgensen et al., 2006; Rideout et al., 2005). While
there are several drivers affecting the spawning and migration dynamics of ABFT (Golet et al.,
2007; Muhling et al., 2011; Rideout & Tomkiewicz, 2011), identifying foraging preferences,
condition, and migratory patterns is essential to the effective management of ABFT, as they can
influence key assessment indices (catch per unit effort, recruitment, spawning stock biomass, etc.).
Stomach content analysis (SCA) and energetic content analysis (EC) are strong metrics utilized as
indicators of prey preferences and condition, respectively, but they are limited to the prey and
somatic condition present at the time of harvest, truncating our capacity to draw conclusions over
longer temporal periods. Stable isotope analysis (SIA) provides an extended catalog of ABFT
forage history. Utilizing all three methods together (SCA, EC, and SIA), allows for the evaluation
of longer-term changes in prey preference, condition, and migration behavior, which can have
implications for stock assessments, management, and quality of a global resource like ABFT.
SIA is a method widely used in terrestrial and marine settings to determine migration
patterns, trophic ecology and position, and pollutant transfer of organisms within each system
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(DeNiro and Epstein, 1981; Thompson & Furness, 1995; Hobson & Schell, 2011; Milakovic &
Parker, 2011; Ramos & González-Solis, 2012). Specifically, stable isotopes of carbon (13C) and
nitrogen (15N) have been used to determine diet preferences and movement/residency of tunas
throughout the world (Estrada et al., 2005; Graham et al., 2010; Cardona et al., 2012; Madigan et
al., 2012; Logan et al., 2015). While SCA provides immediate, physical identifications of prey, it
is limited to showing prey at the time of capture and often only shows consumed prey prior to gut
evacuation periods (e.g. < 24 hrs; Magneson, 1969; Olsen & Boggs, 1986). Additionally, stress
responses induced by the ABFT upon capture (regurgitation; Chase, 2002) and different digestion
rates based on body size (Olsen & Boggs, 1986) may present biased results using SCA. Using
stable isotopes to assess foraging ecology provides an extended temporal resolution of foraging
patterns as great as weeks to months prior to analysis (Tieszen et al., 1983; Buchheister & Latour,
2010; Madigan et al., 2012). Additionally, the C:N ratio of bulk tissue can be used as a proxy for
lipid content (Post et al., 2007; Logan & Lutcavage, 2008), which provides the opportunity to
compare ABFT somatic condition derived through SIA with condition established through EC.
Studies suggest that the isotopic composition of the predator is reflective of that of the prey,
differing by only a few permille, which makes SIA a strong indicator of condition and the forage
base (Tieszen et al., 1983; Focken & Becker, 1998).
Tissue type determines the temporal foraging window for SIA with liver reflecting the most
recent species composition (e.g. days) while bone provides the longest time record (e.g. >12
months), important for long-term resolution of trophic ecology (Tieszen et al., 1983; Buchheister
& Latour, 2010; Logan & Lutcavage, 2010). For instance, Madigan et al. (2012) found that the
turnover (the duration it takes consumer tissue isotopic composition to reflect diet) of liver for both
δ13C and δ15N was faster (t0.5 = 162 and 86, respectively) than white muscle (t0.5 = 255 and 167) in
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Pacific bluefin tuna (PBFT). The relationships between body size and turnover rates are linearly
related and heavily regulated by temperature (Thomas & Crowther, 2015). Additionally, the
trophic discrimination factor (TDF) varies across species and tissue types. As such, when
available, tissue and species TDFs are used to account for the difference in isotopic values between
the predator and its prey. Typically, carbon isotopes increase 0-1‰ from prey to the consumer and
are a strong indicator of source primary producers (DeNiro & Epstein, 1978; Peterson & Fry,
1987), while nitrogen stable isotopes can be used to determine trophic level, increasing by 3-4‰
per trophic level (Minagawa & Wada, 1984; Post, 2002).
Lipids are depleted in 13C and when left uncorrected, can lower δ13C values (Sweeting et
al., 2007) confounding results and leading to inaccurate conclusions (Madigan et al., 2012). Two
common methods of lipid correction are chemical extraction including Soxhlet extraction with
chloroform/diethyl-ether, chloroform-methanol, and hexane or by mathematical correction based
on C:N ratios (Logan & Lutcavage, 2008). In response to limited species-specific mathematical
corrections, Logan et al. (2008) developed liver, muscle, and whole-body parameter estimates for
a variety of freshwater and marine species. Additionally, a best-fit equation was derived from the
chemical lipid-extractions and can be used when species-specific equations are not available
(Logan et al., 2008, Fig. 3. 1). Both chemical extraction and mathematical resolution are acceptable
forms of lipid correction, but mathematical resolution is much less time consuming and the primary
method used in this study.
In this chapter, the foraging ecology of ABFT using stable isotopes from ABFT tissues
sampled within the GOM and prey typically found within ABFT diet was evaluated. Prey included
Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus), Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus), shortfin squid (Illex
illecebrosus), Atlantic menhaden (menhaden;
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Brevoortia tyrannus), alewives

(Alosa

pseudoharengus), blueback herring (Alosa aestivalis), and silver hake (Merluccius bilinearis).
Specific goals of this chapter include evaluating a.) migratory history, stock of origin, and somatic
condition of ABFT via SIA, b.) changes in prey base mixing and trophic position via SIA, c.)
spatial feeding habits (i.e. feeding closer inshore vs. offshore), and d.) how SIA-based diet
estimates compare with SCA. Results from SCA and EC analysis suggest that the prey base within
the GOM is changing and through the use of SIA, the directionality of potential long-term shifts,
residency, and trophic changes were established.

Methods
Dried head white muscle tissue from ABFT for both SCA and EC analyses were
subsampled for SIA. In total, 98 ABFT were sampled from 2018 and 72 ABFT were sampled from
2019. Additionally, prey such as alewives (n = 3), Atlantic herring (n = 29), blueback herring (n =
1), mackerel (n = 1), menhaden (n = 16), and Illex (n = 8) were prepared for SIA. All ABFT and
prey samples were frozen (-10 °C) immediately after sampling. Once samples were thawed, 20-23
grams of muscle were removed from each sample, homogenized, placed into a pre-weighed tin,
and put into a drying oven (55° C) where they remained until the tissue dried to a constant weight.
Individual prey species were thawed, measured (mm), and weighed (g). Hard parts of fish (skull,
vertebrae and spines, caudal fin, and lenses) and Illex (beaks) were all removed due to their
inability to homogenize effectively and therefore potential to bias a random aliquot of tested tissue.
The weight of the removed parts was recorded and was on average less than 14.3% of the entire
prey mass, but the total percentage was species specific. Individual prey were homogenized in
either a Cuisinart Prep 9 or a Cuisinart Mini-Prep Plus until the contents were completely
homogenized. Approximately 20-25 grams of homogenate were placed into a pre-weighed tin,
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then transferred to a drying oven (55° C) where they remained until they reached a constant weight.
The prey species used for the SIA are the same samples used for energetics and were chosen based
on their dietary importance determined through SCA (percent presence, percent mass, and
abundance). Certain prey species for ABFT (e.g. mackerel, silver hake) had either limited samples
sizes or were not available for SIA, therefore stable isotope values from Logan et al. (2015) were
substituted. Data from Logan et al. (2015) were lipid corrected a priori via chemical extraction
with 2:1 chloroform-methanol solution while remaining samples were lipid corrected with
mathematical normalizations (Logan et al., 2008).
Aliquots of 0.8 - 1 (μg) of homogenate from dried ABFT and prey tissues were carefully
weighed, rounded to the nearest thousandth, and placed into 3.5x5mm tin capsules (Costech
Analytical Technologies, Inc.). The capsules were then carefully compacted and placed into
Nunclon Delta Surface well plates (Thermo Scientific) for shipping. Ten to eleven replicate
samples were included for each 96 sample well plate. SIA samples were shipped to the University
of California, Davis Stable Isotope Facility for solid sample δ13C and δ15N natural abundance
analyses. Samples were run using a PDZ Europa ANCA-GSL elemental analyzer interfaced to a
PDZ Europa 20-20 isotope ratio mass spectrometer (UC Davis, SIF). Carbon and nitrogen isotope
data were expressed in δ notation and calculated via the following equation:

δX = [(

𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑

) − 1] ∗ 1000

where X is 13C or 15N while R is the ratio 13C/12C or 15N/14N (Peterson and Fry, 1987; Logan et al.,
2015). Final values for carbon are relative to the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB) international
standard while nitrogen values are relative to atmospheric N 2 (Air) international standard. The
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accuracy of the measurements for δ13C and δ15N were 0.06‰ (SD ± 0.0‰) and 0.06‰ (SD ±
0.03), respectively.
All ABFT δ13C samples were mathematically corrected for lipids a posteriori using the
equation derived from Fry (2002), but modified by Logan et al. (2008):

𝑃∗𝐹

δ13C’ – δ13C = P C∶N

where P and F are the protein-lipid

13C

discrimination and C:N value of the lipid-free tissue,

respectively. P and F (± SE) values for ABFT are (Logan et al. (2008) appendix):

P = 7.489 ± 0.1439
F = 3.097 ± 0.0138

Parameter estimate values for Atlantic herring are:

P = 7.062 ± 0.7603
F = 2.642 ± 0.5075

Parameter estimate values for invertebrates (Illex) are:

P = 3.388 ± 0.2603
F = 3.314 ± 0.1632
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All other prey (mackerel, menhaden, and river herring) did not have species-specific equations,
so the best fit equation was used to correct for lipids:

δ13Clipid-free = 0.967 * δ13Cbulk + 0.861

Trophic position of ABFT was estimated using δ15N values (Post, 2002; modified by Logan et al.,
2015):

TP = λ +

δ15 𝛮𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟 − δ15 𝑁𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
∆𝑛

where the secondary consumer is ABFT, the base is a lower trophic level prey, λ is the
corresponding trophic position of said prey, and ∆n (1.9, Madigan et al., 2012) is the diet-tissue
discrimination factor of δ15N. Atlantic herring were used as the base prey species where λ = 3.4
(FishBase, 2021).
The package MixSIAR utilized Bayesian mixing models to evaluate proportions of prey
contributions through stable isotopes (Stock et al., 2018). Prey were chosen by their dietary
importance (percent presence, mass, abundance, and/or novel detection) determined through SCA.
Individual prey were run through the model to evaluate single species relationships. Given
blueback herring’s low sample size (n=1) and similar δ15N value (Table 1) to alewives, these two
prey species were grouped together as a river herring guild. Similarly, mackerel had a low sample
size (n = 1) and were combined with mackerel stable isotope data collected by Logan et al. (2015).
Silver hake data were also used from Logan et al. (2015) because of their importance as ABFT
prey (Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015; Chapter 1) and lack of sample availability.
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Linear regressions were used to evaluate relationships between δ13C, δ15N, and ABFT
curved fork length (CFL; cm). Generalized additive models (GAMs) were used to further evaluate
relationships between δ13C/δ15N and CFL, C:N, day of year (DOY), year, and origin to provide a
more wholistic understanding of variables that influence stable isotopic values. Unlike linear
regression analyses, GAMs can explain linear and non-linear relationships simultaneously. Prior
to running the GAM, all independent variables were tested for collinearity through the use of a
variance inflation test. Since GAMs were only used as a secondary method of evaluating the
influence of independent variables predetermined with linear regressions, there was a single model
for each dependent variable (δ13C, δ15N). Comparisons of δ13C and δ15N with months and season
were evaluated using a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for 2018 and 2019. Multiple
months in this analysis are represented by a single datapoint with two months containing one
datapoint across both years (November and December). As a result, insufficient sample sizes
across months and between years may mean the results of the ANOVAs, and any subsequent posthoc analysis, may not be reliable. As such, post-hoc analysis was not conducted. Quantile
regressions were used to evaluate the relationships between EC derived through the use of bomb
calorimetry and C:N from elemental analysis.

Results
δ13C was not statistically significant with CFL (Fig. 3. 1) for both 2018 (p = 0.2) and 2019
(p = 0.1). δ15N was significantly correlated with CFL in 2018 (p < 0.001; Fig. 3. 2), but not in 2019
(p = 0.2). Minimum CFL of ABFT sampled for SIA in 2018 was 178 cm, maximum CFL was 289
cm, and average CFL was 231 cm. In 2019, minimum CFL was 165 cm, maximum CFL was 300
cm, and average CFL was 229 cm (Table 2. 1).
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δ13C differences across months (p = 0.007) were significant for both years (Fig. 3. 3; p <
0.001). δ15N values were significantly among months (Fig. 3. 4; p = 0.05), but not significantly
different between years (p = 0.3). There was no significant difference in muscle δ13C over seasons
(Summer and Fall; Fig. 3. 5, p = 0.1), but δ13C did significantly differ between years (p < 0.001).
Analysis of δ15N and season (Fig. 3. 6) suggests that there is a significant relationship with season
(p = 0.005), but not with year (p = 0.2). C:N was significantly differed for each month (p < 0.001),
across both years (p = 0.003; Fig. 3. 7), and between both years (p = 0.01).
Since δ15N is a strong indicator of trophic level (DeNiro & Epstein, 1981; Hobson & Schell,
1998; Estrada et al., 2005; Carscallen et al., 2012), it is not uncommon to observe similar trends
among trophic position and month (Fig. 3. 8). Trophic position was significant with month (p =
0.05) but not year (p = 0.3). Trophic position did not change between years (Fig. 3. 9; TP = 4.2)
and is in line with the stepwise signature of prey species commonly found among the SCA. In
2018, the average TP was 4.19 (SD ± 0.35) while in 2019, the average TP was 4.13 (SD ± 0.33).
In 2019, the collective median ratios for each month were lower than in that of 2018 suggesting
ABFT condition better in 2018 than in 2019.
The outputs from the mixing model suggest that silver hake and Illex comprise the greatest
proportion of ABFT diet for both 2018 and 2019 (Fig. 3. 12). SCA suggests that Illex were the
primary prey item (in mass and presence, Fig. 1. 7 & 1. 8) for both years. The mixing model
suggested silver hake were among the top prey items for both years (Table 3. 2) even as Illex,
Atlantic herring, mackerel, and menhaden all comprised greater proportions of mass and presence
among the SCA. Menhaden had the highest δ15N with adjusted discrimination factor value greater
than any other prey (Fig. 3. 12). Atlantic herring and menhaden had similar δ15N values but were
separated by large variations in δ13C. Atlantic mackerel and river herring shared a similar trend
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with comparable δ15N values, but a large variation in δ13C. Illex and silver hake had the lowest
δ15N values, but similar δ13C values, and values collectively most similar to ABFT for both years
(after accounting for isotopic discrimination; Fig. 3. 12).
Variables δ13C, δ15N, C:N, CFL, and EC (Fig. 3. 15 & 3. 16) were evaluated for
multicollinearity through the use of variance inflation factor (VIF). All variables had VIF values
below 2.5 suggesting that they were not collinear. Variables (CFL, C:N, δ15N, DOY, year, and
origin) were responsible for 24.3% of variability among δ15N. The same variables (CFL, C:N,
δ13C, DOY, year, and origin) were responsible for 28% of variability among δ13C. The outputs of
the GAM (Fig. 3. 15. 1 & 3. 15. 2) illustrate the influence of CFL (cm; p < 0.001), C:N (Ratio; p
= 0.1), δ13C (p = 0.6), DOY (p < 0. 001), year (p < 0.001), and Origin (p > 0.05) on δ15N. These
results suggest that CFL, DOY, and year are all significant variables. The outputs of the GAM
(Fig. 3. 16. 1 & 3. 16. 2) evaluating the influence of CFL (cm; p > 0.05), C:N (Ratio; p = 0.03),
δ15N (p > 0.05), DOY (p > 0.05), Year (p < 0.001), and Origin (p > 0.05) on δ13C suggest that the
only significant variable was year. The outputs of the GAM evaluating the influence of CFL (cm;
p > 0.05), δ15N (p > 0.05), and δ13C (p > 0.05), DOY (p < 0.001), year (p > 0.05), and Origin (p >
0.05) on C:N.
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Figures

Figure 3. 1: δ13C as a function of curved fork length (CFL; cm) of ABFT for the 2018 (n = 98) and 2019 (n = 72) field seasons. Linear
regression results are p = 0.2, R2 = 0.009 (2018), p = 0.1, R2 = 0.02 (2019).
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Figure 3. 2: δ15N as a function of curved fork length (CFL, cm) of ABFT for the 2018 (n = 98) and 2019 (n = 72) field seasons. Linear
regression results are p < 0.001, R2 = 0.009 (2018), p = 0.2 , R2 = 0.02 (2019).
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Figure 3. 3: δ13C values of ABFT as a function of month for the 2018 (n = 97) and 2019 (n = 67) field seasons. ANOVA results are p
= 0.007 (Month), p < 0.001 (Year).
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Figure 3. 4: δ15N values of ABFT as a function of month for the 2018 (n = 97) and 2019 (n = 67) field seasons. ANOVA results are p
= 0.05 (Month), p = 0.3 (Year).
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Figure 3. 5: δ13C values of ABFT as a function of season for the 2018 (n = 97) and 2019 (n = 67) field seasons. ANOVA results are p
= 0.1 (Season), p < 0.001 (Year).
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Figure 3. 6: δ15N values of ABFT as a function of season for the 2018 (n = 97) and 2019 (n = 67) field seasons. ANOVA results are p
= 0.005 (Season), p = 0.2 (Year).
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Figure 3. 7: The C:N ratio of ABFT as it relates to month and year. ANOVA results are p < 0.001 (Month) and p = 0.003 (Year).
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Figure 3. 8: Trophic position values of foraging ABFT as a function of month for the 2018 (n = 97) and 2019 (n = 67) field seasons.
ANOVA results are p = 0.05 (Month), p = 0.3 (Year).
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Figure 3. 9: Trophic position values of foraging ABFT as a function of year for the 2018 (n = 97) and 2019 (n = 67) field seasons.
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Figure 3. 10: Quantile regression of calorimetry derived energetic content values of ABFT white muscle as a function of C:N for the
2018 (n = 98) field seasons. Lower and upper lines represent the 5th and 95th percentiles respectively.
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Figure 3. 11: Quantile regression of calorimetry derived energetic content values of ABFT white muscle as a function of C:N for the
2019 (n = 72) field season. Lower and upper lines represent the 5th and 95th percentiles respectively.
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Figure 3. 12: δ15N and δ13C isoplot (MixSIAR) of all prey and ABFT. Regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 refer to Eastern, Western, Mixed, and
Unknown ABFT origins, respectively. Sources are Atlantic herring (ATL), menhaden (MEN), mackerel (MAC), river herring (RIV),
shortfin squid (SQU), and silver hake (SIL). The source of each corresponding point is up and to the left. Error bars (vertical and parallel
lines surrounding species origin) indicate ± 1 standard deviation (source and trophic discrimination) under the assumption of
independence. Source values have been adjusted for presumed δ13C (lipid correction) and δ15N (trophic discrimination).
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Figure 3. 13: δ13C of 2018 and 2019 ABFT with assigned origins of East (Mediterranean Sea; n = 12,14), West (Gulf of Mexico; n =
15, 7), Mixed (signature undistinguishable; n = 17, 7), and Unknown (no origin data; n = 54, 44). ANOVA results suggest p = 0.07
(Origin), p < 0.001 (Year).
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Figure 3. 14: δ15N of 2018 and 2019 ABFT with assigned origins of East (Mediterranean Sea; n = 12,14), West (Gulf of Mexico; n =
15, 7), Mixed (signature undistinguishable; n = 17, 7), and Unknown (no origin data; n = 54, 44). ANOVA results are p = 0.2 (Origin),
p = 0.4 (Year).
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Figure 3. 15. 1: Output of the generalized additive model illustrating the relationship between CFL (cm; p < 0.001), C:N (Ratio; p =
0.1), and δ13C (p = 0.6) and δ15N.
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Figure 3. 15. 2: Output of the generalized additive model illustrating the relationship between DOY(p < 0. 001), Year (p < 0.001), and
Origin (p > 0.05) on δ15N.
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Figure 3. 16. 1: Output of the generalized additive model illustrating the relationship between CFL (cm; p > 0.05), C:N (Ratio; p = 0.03),
and δ15N (p > 0.05) and δ13C.
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Figure 3. 16. 2: Output of the generalized additive model illustrating the relationship between DOY (p > 0.05), Year (p < 0.001), and
Origin (p > 0.05) on δ13C.
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Figure 3. 17. 1: Output of the generalized additive model illustrating the relationship between CFL (cm; p > 0.05), δ15N ( p > 0.05),
and δ13C (p > 0.05) and C:N.
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Figure 3. 17. 2: Output of the generalized additive model illustrating the relationship between DOY (p > 0.05), Year (p > 0.05), and
Origin (p > 0.05) on C:N.
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Species Year Avg. δ13C(‰) SD δ13C(‰) ± Avg. δ15N(‰) SD δ15N(‰) ± n Lipid Correction Type
ABFT 2018

-18.07

0.42

13.02

0.66

98

Mathematical

ABFT 2019

-17.74

0.31

12.89

0.59

72

Mathematical

ALE

-

-17.43

0.41

11.88

0.05

3

Mathematical

ATL

2020

-17.49

0.3

11.51

0.27

28

Mathematical

BBH

-

-18.18

-

12.34

-

1

Mathematical

MAC

-

-20.07

-

11.73

-

1

Mathematical

MAC

2006

-22.80

1.27

11.81

0.67

11

Chemical Extraction

MEN

2016

-22.33

0.7

12.27

0.27

8

Mathematical

MEN

2018

-20.13

0.88

12.03

0.31

5

Mathematical

MEN

-

-19.87

0.85

12.35

0.28

3

Mathematical

SQU

2018

-20.01

0.3

11.40

0.27

6

Mathematical

SQU

-

-19.46

0.08

11.01

0.04

2

Mathematical

SIL

2005

-20.00

0.84

10.66

0.59

25

Chemical Extraction

Table 3. 1: Species used for SIA broken down by year, δ15N and δ13C averages, δ15N and δ13C standard deviations, sample size, and
lipid correction method.
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Source + Year Mean SD ± 2.50%

5%

25%

50%

75%

95% 97.50%

ATL 2018

0.106 0.028 0.054 0.060 0.084 0.109 0.128 0.151

0.154

MAC 2018

0.188 0.065 0.072 0.091 0.137 0.190 0.234 0.299

0.330

MEN 2018

0.038 0.025 0.011 0.012 0.020 0.029 0.053 0.092

0.097

RIV 2018

0.050 0.030 0.015 0.016 0.026 0.041 0.071 0.107

0.122

SIL 2018

0.519 0.079 0.408 0.413 0.459 0.502 0.584 0.663

0.682

SQU 2018

0.098 0.074 0.002 0.002 0.012 0.110 0.147 0.217

0.248

ATL 2019

0.170 0.059 0.045 0.058 0.132 0.178 0.213 0.255

0.269

MAC 2019

0.087 0.048 0.018 0.022 0.050 0.081 0.118 0.176

0.195

MEN 2019

0.027 0.025 0.002 0.003 0.009 0.019 0.037 0.083

0.095

RIV 2019

0.059 0.051 0.004 0.006 0.020 0.043 0.084 0.166

0.195

SIL 2019

0.471 0.112 0.256 0.290 0.396 0.459 0.555 0.660

0.686

SQU 2019

0.185 0.145 0.001 0.001 0.023 0.195 0.294 0.429

0.474

Table 3. 2: The Bayesian credibility intervals of prey evaluated in the mixing model.
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Discussion
Mixing Model Outputs
The outputs generated by the mixing model suggest that lllex (SQU) and silver (SIL) hake
make up the primary forage base of GOM ABFT for 2018 and 2019. The results of SCA suggest
that lllex comprised the greatest mass and occurred more frequently than any other whole prey
item throughout the study. According to the model, well established preferred prey such as Atlantic
herring and mackerel (Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015) were not important contributors to ABFT
diet. In previous studies utilizing SCA, silver hake were a common prey items, but historically not
as important as Illex, herring, and mackerel (Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015). Nevertheless, after
accounting for TDFs, silver hake and ABFT white muscle tissue were the most similar (Fig. 3.
12). Menhaden increased in mass and presence among SCA over both years, while river herring
increased in mass, but decreased in presence. SCA and EC analysis suggest that menhaden are a
preferred prey and energetically sufficient to support ABFT’s high energetic demands (see
Chapters 1 and 2), but the models indicate that they did not make up a substantial proportion of
ABFT diet in 2018 or 2019.
These trends are not surprising since tissue turnover rates of δ13C and δ15N in white muscle
reflect a timescale that exceeds the presumed seasonal residency of ABFT in the GOM (Block et
al., 2001; Walli et al., 2009; Madigan et al., 2012). In other words, the prey observed through SCA
would not be fully reflected in ABFT tissue isotopically until 5 to 8 months later. The majority of
the samples utilized in this study were obtained in August. Taking turnover rates into
consideration, the δ13C and δ15N values likely reflect the diet from March-April, a time when
ABFT are likely intermittently feeding among their spawning grounds (Abascal et al., 2003; Block
et al., 2005; Teo et al., 2007), and total isotopic steady state of GOM prey is unlikely. Assuming
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ABFT return to their natal spawning grounds annually, consuming prey intermittently while they
migrate (Chapman et al., 2011), the isotopic signatures collected from ABFT in August would
likely reflect prey outside of the GOM. Similarly, because ABFT are continually experiencing
isotopic turnover (growth, high metabolism), individuals sampled in November and December
would likely reflect the prey consumed in and around April-June. While this is a general migratory
description, the dynamics of ABFT migration in the Atlantic are complex; in some instances,
ABFT may exhibit residency for a year or more before returning to their spawning grounds (Block
et al., 2001; Galuardi et al., 2010; Cermeño et al., 2015). This residency may not necessarily occur
strictly within the GOM, but their potential place of residency will likely influence their isotopic
signature. Conversely, Block et al. (2001) found that while some ABFT exhibited residency for
years others made more than one migration within the same year. Both migratory patterns would
influence overall SIA by incorporating the isotopic signature of their environment and the
organisms consumed within that habitat (Hobson, 1999; West et al., 2006; Philips et al., 2009;
Graham et al., 2010; Le-Alvarado et al., 2021). It is important to note that while the results of the
mixing model suggest that silver hake are predominant among ABFT diet, it is possible that a.)
another species within the same guild is confounding the signature or b.) because so few species
were evaluated for SIA, the isotopic signature of silver hake was the best possible option among
the seven species analyzed in the mixing model. In Logan et al. (2015), mackerel and silver hake
were combined into a single guild because of the similar signatures. Species aside from alewives
and blueback herring were not combined in this study so individual contribution could be
evaluated. The outputs from the mixing model in conjunction with SCA suggest that the prey
evaluated with SIA may not be sufficient enough to fully explain the isotopic variability among
ABFT diet. Additionally, the complex migratory schedules and trajectories of individual ABFT
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further confound the signature. Individuals migrating to the GOM do not all necessarily depart
from their spawning grounds at the same time nor does each individual necessarily consume the
same prey/amounts during their intermittent feeding. Additionally, while turnover times provide
some clarification about prey consumed 5-8 months prior, an assumption is inherently made when
using this metric about where and when the last time each individual fed. If these variables are not
relatively similar (which is likely the case; origin location, participation in intermittent feeding,
migratory trajectory, prey type, etc.), poor resolution among the results is likely. In future studies,
it would be beneficial to increase the number of species included in analyses to capture the
variability typically found among the diet as well as selecting ABFT based on their
origin/migratory history (tagging). Additionally, incorporating and analyzing species commonly
found among the GoMex, the Mediterranean Sea, and the Slope Sea may offer greater resolution
on important prey species, point of origin, and time of arrival.

Spawning and Migration Patterns
ABFT that spawn within the Mediterranean Sea typically do so between the months of June
and July but can spawn as early as May (Abascal et al., 2004; Muhling et al., 2017), while ABFT
in the GoMex spawn earlier from April-June (Block et al., 2005). The Slope Sea has documented
smaller ABFT spawning (though this is not officially recognized by ICCAT (Anon., 2018)) from
June to August (Richardson et al., 2016; Rypina et al., 2019). Origin data on fish sampled in this
study indicate extensive eastern/western mixing within the GOM (Fig. 3. 13 & 3. 14), a
phenomenon well established throughout previous studies (Block et al., 2001; Block et al., 2005;
Rooker et al., 2008; Galuardi et al., 2010; Kerr et al., 2017; Puncher et al., 2018; Kerr et al., 2020).
Addressing ABFT foraging ecology and condition with two potential origin locations is complex,
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and the addition of a third potential spawning location elevates this complexity. If smaller
individuals (133 – 212 cm) are spawning in the Slope Sea (Richardson et al., 2021), then migrating
to the foraging grounds to feed, their isotopic signatures are likely going to skew not only natal
origin, but also the collective signature of ABFT in the GOM. However, due to the spatial
proximity and general assumptions about the size of ABFT spawning in the Slope Sea, it is likely
that these individuals would increase the overall δ15N signature (Sherwood & Rose, 2005; Graham
et al., 2010). Since this increase was not observed, it is possible due to their size, that these
individuals are being excluded from these analyses (primarily commercial ABFT ≥ 185 cm).
Alternatively, due to the staggered spawning times and residency times both between stocks and
within each stock, ABFT exhibit a wide temporal variation in their arrival times to the GOM
(Abascal et al. 2004; Block et al., 2005; Muhling et al., 2017). Intermittent feeding along the
migratory path and among spatially different locations (inshore vs. offshore) may lead to
confounding isotopic signatures. As such, depending on the relationship between migratory path
(indirect vs. direct), arrival time, and capture, it is likely that ABFT are harvested before their
tissues are at an isotopic steady state with local prey and, therefore, the diet is partly representative
of foraging prior to their residence in the GOM. Tagging data incorporated with foraging ecology,
energetic analysis, and SIA may offer a better timeline and understanding of how ABFT behave
along the migratory path and on the spawning grounds before their arrival in the GOM.
Another confounding issue potentially influencing spawning and migrations of ABFT is
ocean warming. Water temperature changes are occurring more rapidly in the GOM than most
other regions throughout the world (Pershing et al., 2015). These thermal fluctuations influence
marine fish behavior, reproductive capacity, metabolism, otolith growth, species distribution, and
predator-prey interactions (Kleisner et al., 2017; Laubenstein et al., 2018; Selden et al., 2018).
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Pelagic species may be more susceptible to ocean warming due to the thermal variability they
experience between the open ocean and coastal waters (Selden et al., 2018) and ABFT are no
exception. Historically preferred ABFT forage (Atlantic herring and mackerel) are already
experiencing severe declines and should a climate-related complexity, such as ocean warming,
further compound the issue, it’s possible that certain prey resources may continue to decline and/or
shift their distribution. The GOM is currently responsible for more than 80% of commercial ABFT
landings, and if the climatic changes are so extensive that it can no longer sustain large populations
of preferred prey, ABFT may also shift their distribution. This could have negative impacts on the
life history (spawning and migration) and energetics of ABFT, of which would likely be reflected
in the local commercial fishery and global economy especially if a suitable alternative foraging
ground was not selected/exploited.

Isoscapes
Overall, average ABFT δ13C was -17.9‰ (SD ± 0.41) while δ15N was 13.0 (SD ± 0.64)
indicating little difference in δ13C (-17.8‰, SD ± 0.30), but a larger variation in δ15N (13.7‰, SD
± 0.90) when compared with Logan et al., (2015). According to the mixing model, it is possible
that the prey type provided and/or sample size was not accurate or abundant enough to fully
encompass ABFT diet in entirety. Alternatively, Logan et al., (2015) grouped prey by guilds when
they were statistically similar. Atlantic mackerel and silver hake were considered members of the
“mackerel guild” where in the current study each species was considered separately. It is possible
that by neglecting to combine species, the isotopic signature was confounded indicating a higher
proportion of some prey over others. Additionally, the mixing model used Logan et al., (2015) was
generated using ABFT liver instead of muscle which has a shorter turnover time (Madigan et al.,
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2012). Chase (2002) did not evaluate stable isotopes and was therefore excluded from SIA
comparisons.
Marine isoscapes (a map of isotopic distribution) established by Graham et al., (2010)
indicate that the GOM has a much higher δ15N (7-8‰, zooplankton) signature than that of the
Mediterranean Sea (Eastern stock spawning ground, 4-5‰). The isoscapes indicate that much of
the western Atlantic has a higher δ15N baseline (~6‰), while the GOMex is slightly higher at 78‰, but because of the Loop Current circulating in nutrient depleted water, can have a lower
baseline δ15N values (Richard et al., 2020). Sub-surface δ13C and δ15N values are typically higher
inshore than those found offshore due to variations in productivity, anthropogenic and continental
runoff, upwelling & recycling of fixed N, and seasonal changes (Oczkowksi et al., 2016). The
depth of the water column also results in lower δ13C (remineralization of organic material) and
high δ15N (decomposition of particulate organic matter; McMahon et al., 2013; Oczkowksi et al.,
2016). As such, preferred prey with wide spatial distributions consumed by ABFT during their
migrations across a variety of isoscapes, may result in confounded isotopic signatures.
Additionally, SCA suggests that ABFT are consuming prey (river herring) commonly associated
with inshore habitats (see Chapter 1). While this may lead to a higher δ15N over time, it is likely
that the highly migratory nature of ABFT influences quick movements in and out of the neritic
and oceanic zones reducing overall accumulation (Block et al., 2001; Block et al., 2005; Galuardi
et al., 2010; Kerr et al., 2017). The δ15N values evaluated for ABFT within this study suggest lower
δ15N among the diet. In conjunction with the SCA and turnover rates, it is likely that stable isotopes
reflect that of ABFT feeding in regions that also have lower δ15N values. These isoscapes can be
seen in Graham et al. (2010) with slightly lower δ15N values especially through the Atlantic Ocean
to the Strait of Gibraltar. Variables including intermittent feeding, amount of prey consumed
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during this feeding, time of emigration and immigration to and from the spawning ground in
addition to the isoscapes are variables likely confounding isotopic signatures and need to be more
heavily evaluated in the future.
Calcium carbonate deposited in the sagittal otolith (ear stone) of ABFT during the first year
of life provides a chemical marker reflective of the habitat with subsequent layers accumulating
each year, recording habitat isotopic signatures and growth rings (annuli; Rooker et al., 2008).
This marker allows place of origin to be identified with a relatively high classification rate (Rooker
& Secor, 2004; Rooker et al., 2008; Secor et al., 2012). ABFT are assigned to the western or eastern
stock through mathematical models which match birth mark signatures of δ18O (oxygen) to known
samples collected from ABFT in the first few months of life. The Mediterranean Sea has some of
the highest surface-water δ18O isotope ratios in the world (Gat et al., 1996; Bowen et al., 2010;
McMahon et al., 2013; Fraile et al., 2015) and is a strong indicator of eastern origin. As such,
ABFT are designated an origin when the probability level of assignment is > 0.7 (Anon., 2018).
Kerr et al. (2020) found that eastern ABFT presence within the GOM (2010-2013) is year
dependent, but typically very high (76-93% via conditional maximum likelihood estimator, 6173% random forest) suggesting substantial eastern stock subsidies in western Atlantic fisheries.
Due to data limitations and increased assignment thresholds (> 0.75), we were unable to identify
an origin for all fish subsampled for SIA (Mixed—low resolution, Unknown—not tested). While
eastern fish did not comprise the majority of subsampled fish, their presence and the high mixing
probability (Rooker & Secor, 2004; Kerr et al., 2020) support the otolith chemistry data, suggesting
ABFT with an eastern origin likely have a greater abundance in the overall GOM commercial
landings. Consequently, if eastern origin ABFT were more abundant in the GOM than we were
able to define, it’s likely that the isotopic signature may be skewed resulting in lower nitrogen and
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carbon (Graham et al., 2010; Fig. 3. 12). Additionally, while ABFT do exhibit intermittent feeding
during migration and spawning (Chapman et al., 2011), it’s likely that ABFT are not feeding at
the same rate as when they arrive in the GOM or other temperate foraging grounds. However, as
intermittent feeding typically causes nitrogen signatures to increase, it is likely that ABFT are
feeding along their migration lowering the overall δ15N, but just not in the same capacity as they
do in the GOM.

Trophic Position
Overall trophic position was lower (4.2, SD ± 0.33) than that reported in Logan et al.,
(2015; 4.7, SD ± 0.40), but ultimately fell within a similar trophic level. This position agrees with
the results found in SCA suggesting that ABFT are eating prey within the lower portion of the
third trophic level (Atlantic herring, menhaden, and alewives). However, considering the high rate
of mixing it is possible that the prey consumed, while at a relatively similar trophic position, are
different species than those identified within the GOM. For instance, Battaglia et al., (2013) found
Benoit’s lanternfish (Hygophum benoiti) and southern shortfin squid (Illex coindetti) to be prey of
high relative importance for Mediterranean ABFT. Trophic position of Benoit’s lanternfish is 3.0
(FishBase, 2021) while the Mediterranean squids reside between 3.5-4 (Coll et al., 2013). This
example is admittedly limited as ABFT diet in the Mediterranean Sea is quite variable (Sarà &
Sarà, 2007; Cardona et al., 2012; Laiz-Carrión et al., 2015), but it can support the potential
interference of prey with similar trophic positions. Alternatively, Logan and Lutcavage (2013)
found that Ommastrephidae with lengths between 120-406 mm in the North Atlantic Ocean to
have a TP of 4.7 (SD ± 0.5). With such a high Illex presence in both 2018 and 2019, one might
expect overall TP of ABFT to be higher than 4.2. Although, given the lengthy duration of isotopic
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turnover (5-8 months), it’s possible that these prey are not yet reflected in the SIA at the time of
sampling.
Another alternative is that prey not found within the current study, but have historical
significance, like sand lance (Ammodytes spp.) may be lowering the isotopic signature of ABFT.
In both Chase (2002) and Logan et al. (2015), sand lance had a higher percent presence and mass
than the current study. In this study, sand lance comprised little mass and occurred infrequently
for both years. Since ABFT digestion rate is so rapid and sand lance are so small, it’s possible that
they were more influential than SCA suggests. The potential undetected presence of sand lance or
even other smaller, soft bodied prey could support the lower ABFT isotopic values observed in
this study (Fig. 3. 12). Alternatively, Logan et al., 2015 observed a much higher proportion of
bluefish than observed in the current study. As such, this decrease in values from the previous
study may in fact be a result of decreased consumption of a higher trophic organism. Further, while
most of the samples from this study came from regions in the GOM that generally do not support
sand lance populations, the migratory capacity of ABFT would allow them to forage in other
regions within the GOM which do support sand lance populations (e.g., Stellwagen Bank, south
of Cape Cod). The high variability of daily ABFT migrations (Lutcavage et al., 2000) creates the
opportunity for individuals to consume a variety of prey within a single day and because of chance
encounters or limited prey accumulation, it’s possible that certain prey (sand lance) are reflected
in SCA, but not in SIA. However, considering the proportions of sand lance and bluefish found
within SCA, it is more likely the lack of bluefish responsible for a decrease in overall TP between
the current study and Logan et al. (2015). Additionally, δ15N was significantly correlated with CFL
for 2018 (p < 0.001; Fig. 3. 2) and predator-prey length relationships established with SCA (see
Chapter 1; Fig. 1. 4 & 1. 5) suggest that ABFT eat larger prey as they themselves increase in size.
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This trend was not observed among the stable isotope values highlighting the need for future
research.

Condition
Of all independent variables included in the GAM, DOY was the only significant variable
with respect to EC suggesting that accumulation of lipids is greater with time and variable over a
short temporal window (DOY vs. month). Considering access to preferred prey, turnover rates,
and lipid accumulation, this trend is not unexpected. EC and the C:N ratio evaluated with quantile
regressions was highly significant for both years. Comparing these values with that of Logan et al.
(2015) suggests an increase in condition as the year progresses. Such a tight relationship further
demonstrates that either method could be substituted for the other in order to evaluate changes in
the somatic condition of ABFT. Early, mid, and late season ABFT had an average C:N ratio of 3.3
(SD ± 0.3), 4.4 (SD ± 1.0), and 4.4 (SD ± 1.0), respectively (Logan et al., 2015). In the current
study, values were 6.2 (SD ± NA), 7.2 (SD ± 3.2), and 9.5 (SD ± 3.3), respectively. These results
could simply suggest regular environmental and biological fluctuations between years or an
increase in condition between studies and across season. Although, considering the current state
of preferred prey (declines in Atlantic herring and mackerel) and recent condition evaluations
(Golet et al., 2007), it is more likely relative to tissue type. The lipid correction equations and
parameters derived for ABFT (Logan et al., 2008) were obtained using white muscle from the
dorsal side of the caudal fin just anterior to the caudal keel. Muscle in this location is not as lipid
rich as tissue samples from the head region. As such, it’s likely that the lipid corrections did not
resolve the negative δ13C in entirety and chemical extractions may be necessary to accurately
remove the effect of excess lipid stores. This has implications for not only condition, but also
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overall isotopic resolution with respect to prey. Again, the mixing model outputs are likely
confounded by inaccurate lipid corrections and therefore allude to prey that may not necessarily
be representative of the true δ13C values. Secondly, it is important to note that the turnover rates
produced in Madigan et al. (2012) were established via captive PBFT. While PBFT were not bred
in captivity, it is likely that turnover values of wild fish, especially of a different species, may vary
(activity levels, irregular feeding schedule, metabolic rate, breadth of forage base, etc.). As such,
further studies are needed to evaluate species specific turnover rates and discrimination factors for
ABFT. For the current SIA, discrimination factor SD values were increased to one (Logan et al.,
2015) to account for greater variation found among wild fish, but true derived values will likely
offer greater resolution.
Different tissues and organic materials offer different discrimination factors and turnover
rates (Teiszen et al., 1983; Hobson & Schell, 1998; Milakovic & Parker, 2011; Madigan et al.,
2012). Liver tissue, being more metabolically active (Teiszen et al., 1983) offers a faster turnover
time than white muscle tissue from the head region (Madigan et al., 2012) and allows for dietary
trends to be discerned more quickly. Additionally, running compound-specific analysis of amino
acids (CSIAAA) allows for greater resolution of isotopic values than bulk SIA because they can
distinguish between feeding interactions and baseline isotopic variations (Nielsen et al., 2015;
Laiz-Carrion et al., 2019). This additional level of discrimination would be beneficial for parsing
out ABFT prey composition.
For future studies, modifications could be made to better resolve ABFT diet and the
influence of prey. While the number of ABFT stomachs sampled was high, sample size and type
of prey should be increased and collected within the years of the study to provide up to date stable
isotope values. While prey with high percent presence and mass (established in SCA) were
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evaluated, it would be valuable to also incorporate historic prey with high digestibility (like sand
lance). Additionally, while evaluating prey outside of the study period is important for evaluating
inter-species changes, it does not necessarily benefit SIA due to annual fluctuations in baseline
values (phytoplankton). As such, increasing sample size, prey type, ABFT tissue type (e.g. liver
for faster turnover) and annual isolation would likely increase the SIA resolution, the level of
convergence, and improve the diagnostic values within the mixing model, enhancing the
evaluation of prey influence on ABFT.

Conclusion
Shifts in ABFT diet and condition in the GOM have been observed in recent years and are
likely a result of changes in the forage base (Golet et al., 2007). Historically dominant prey species
like Atlantic herring and mackerel, have experienced severe population declines raising concerns
about ABFT presence and condition within the GOM. This not only has implications for the overall
state of ABFT life history requirements (migration and spawning) and populations, but also to
buyers and consumers that desire a specific trait in fresh tuna including high lipid content. Changes
in diet and therefore declines in lipid-rich sources of prey like Atlantic herring and mackerel, could
have both economic and biological implications. In recent years, Atlantic menhaden have become
more abundant in the GOM after an absence in the region of more than two decades. Over the
course of this study (2018-2019), menhaden were found in ABFT diet with increasing presence
and mass between years. Given that menhaden are similar to Atlantic herring and mackerel
(abundant, schooling, lipid-rich prey), assumptions were made about the role they would play in
the absence of the other two. SCA and EC confirm that menhaden are dietarily and energetically
valuable to ABFT in the GOM with the ability to fill the forage role well. Alternatively, SIA of
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ABFT and prey were not in complete agreement with the previous two analyses. While agreement
provides confirmation regarding long-term changes, lack of agreement does not necessarily
indicate the absence of forage base changes. There are several factors that can complicate this
analysis, but turnover rates are likely to be a predominant driver. Turnover rates of the ABFT tissue
used in this study (white muscle) suggest that the isotopic signatures observed reflect foraging
activity up to 5-8 months prior to the sampling date (Madigan et al., 2012). Given the highly
migratory nature of ABFT and the complexities of their intra/interannual movements, SIA may
not fully reflect the forage consumed in the GOM. Rather, SIA values likely reflect both local
foraging as well as foraging several months prior to the arrival of ABFT in the GOM. This is
additionally complicated by the variability in arrival and residence times of ABFT in the GOM.
Further, there could be issues with the influence of lipids on δ13C. The lipid correction
equations used to correct our ABFT tissues were derived using a lower lipid content section of
muscle collected from the tail, whereas the current study used muscle collected from the head
(Logan et al., 2008). Muscle in and around the head is much higher in lipid content and even
though values were lipid-corrected, it is possible that the corrections applied did not adequately
account for this increase (Balshaw et al., 2008). Unaccounted lipids could influence the overall
significance of δ13C with other variables and confound the outputs produced in the mixing model.
Additionally, because not all of the ABFT subsampled within this study were assigned a natal
origin, inherent isotopic differences due to isoscapes may not be well resolved. Similarly, C:N
used as a proxy for condition may not accurately provide information about varying conditions of
ABFT from different origins. However, the data support the use of C:N ratios as a proxy for lipid
content in the tissues as those values were significantly correlated with condition derived from
bomb calorimetry.
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Finally, on a more global scale, climactic changes (e.g. ocean temperature increases) are
occurring more intensely and with greater frequency. With changing prey habitat due to
increasing temperatures and fluctuations in phytoplankton baseline values, changes will likely be
reflected in ABFT diet and SIA. In future studies, it will be important to keep these variables in
mind. As highly migratory, pelagic predators, data gaps surrounding ABFT foraging ecology still
remain. Evaluating foraging ecology, energetics, and stable isotopes allows us to fill in some of
these data gaps, further improving ABFT resource usage (catch per unit effort) and management
strategies (population dynamics).

Overall Conclusion
ABFT have been commercially and recreationally important to the GOM since the 1950s.
These highly-migratory fish make extensive migrations from two officially accepted spawning
grounds (the Mediterranean and GoMex) to the GOM; a highly prolific and diverse foraging
ground. In recent years, ABFT’s preferred forage, Atlantic herring, have experienced severe
declines due to overexploitation and low recruitment likely resulting in reduced somatic condition
of ABFT (Golet, 2007). Concurrently, another lipid-rich clupeid, menhaden, have made a
resurgence within the GOM. These lipid-rich forage are commonly consumed by ABFT in the
southern part of their range (Butler et al., 2010) but have little to no detection among the diet within
the GOM. This study demonstrates that ABFT are now regularly utilizing menhaden on the GOM
feeding grounds. These results in conjunction with fluctuations in percent presence, percent
weight, and abundance of Illex, Atlantic herring, mackerel, silver hake, sand lance, bluefish and
the novel detection of river herring documented across studies (Chase, 2002; Logan et al., 2015)
suggests that dietary shifts within the GOM have occurred.
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These dietary shifts have implications for the future distribution and somatic condition of
ABFT within the GOM. While Illex were the most dominant prey with respect to percent presence,
percent weight, and abundance in ABFT diet, these prey maintained less energetic value when
compared to known lipid-rich species like Atlantic herring, mackerel, and menhaden (greatest EC
of all prey evaluated). Somatic condition of ABFT for both years of the study was relatively
similar, but EC suggests higher values in 2018 than in 2019. The consumption of menhaden was
greater in 2019 than in 2018 suggesting that ABFT in 2019 should have had a collectively higher
somatic condition. While we did not find this to be true on a broader scale, those ABFT that
consumed menhaden, but not Atlantic herring did have a higher average somatic condition.
Admittedly, this example is limited, but this potential relationship should be researched further, as
these results are not only encouraging for ABFT as an energetically demanding species, but for
the global sushi market that requires high-quality, lipid-rich products.
The energetic expenditure from spawning and the thermal changes endured during transAtlantic migration from the Mediterranean or the GoMex are extensive. As such, ABFT are likely
energetically depleted upon their arrival to the GOM, especially those from the eastern stock as
they have the lengthier migration and delayed spawning. In this study, we found eastern origin fish
to have a higher energetic content and origin to be not a statistically significant variable. However,
small sample sizes and conflicting variables such accepted spawning grounds, natal
homing/residency (especially among eastern fish), intermittent feeding, genetic predisposition, and
similar global isoscapes likely confounded these results and demonstrate the need for further
research. In future studies, it would be beneficial to evaluate ABFT foraging ecology with origin
as a primary focus. Additionally, further resolution of true foraging grounds may offer additional
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answers behind the influence of origin, time of arrival, foraging patterns, and overall somatic
condition.
SCA and EC are effective metrics to evaluate ABFT foraging ecology and condition but
are limited to the time of sampling and sample type. SIA provides information not only about
condition, but also a longer record of ABFT and their prey. The somatic condition determined
through SIA agree with that of the EC. With respect to previous studies, ABFT EC has seemingly
made substantial improvements. Although, with the current state of the Atlantic herring fishery in
mind, these improvements are likely the result of muscle tissue differences rather than true
energetic improvements. In future studies it would be beneficial to evaluate foraging ecology in
conjunction with muscle tissue samples from both the head (current study) and tail (Logan et al.,
2015). Additionally, while the results of SCA and SIA agreed with respect to trophic level they
did not agree at species level. Silver hake were found within the diet, but other prey (Illex,
mackerel, and menhaden) were more abundant and comprised a greater volume (percent weight).
The mixing model suggests that silver hake were isotopically the most influential prey within
ABFT diet in 2018 and 2019. The results from Chapter 1 in addition to small prey sample sizes,
long turnover rates (5-8 months) of white tissue, intermittent feeding, variation in emigration from
the spawning ground and immigration to the foraging ground, and complex migratory trajectories
demonstrate the need for further research.
ABFT are an important top predator and species to the local commercial fishery and global
economy. The GOM, a diverse forage base, supports the high dietary and energetic demands of
ABFT. In this study, we determined dietary shifts, somatic condition, and base-level foraging
changes of ABFT foraging within the GOM, but some questions still remain. As such, continued
research is needed to further improve the sustainability of this resource. Evaluating ABFT origin,
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migration patterns, foraging ecology, and energetics are not only beneficial to the longevity,
conservation, and management of ABFT as a marine species, but also to the highly-valued fishery
known around the world.
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